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ABSTRACT 
 
Achieving an understanding of the nature of monogenetic volcanic fields depends 
on identification of the spatial and temporal patterns of volcanism in these fields, and 
their relationships to structures mapped in the shallow crust and inferred in the deep crust 
and mantle through interpretation of geochemical, radiometric and geophysical data. 
We investigate the spatial and temporal distributions of volcanism in the Abu 
Monogenetic Volcano Group, Southwest Japan. E-W elongated volcano distribution, 
which is identified by a nonparametric kernel method, is found to be consistent with the 
spatial extent of P-wave velocity anomalies in the lower crust and upper mantle, 
supporting the idea that the spatial density map of volcanic vents reflects the geometry of 
a mantle diapir. Estimated basalt supply to the lower crust is constant. This observation 
and the spatial distribution of volcanic vents suggest stability of magma productivity and 
essentially constant two-dimensional size of the source mantle diapir.  
We mapped conduits, dike segments, and sills in the San Rafael sub-volcanic field, 
Utah, where the shallowest part of a Pliocene magmatic system is exceptionally well 
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exposed. The distribution of conduits matches the major features of dike distribution, 
including development of clusters and distribution of outliers. The comparison of San 
Rafael conduit distribution and the distributions of volcanoes in several recently active 
volcanic fields supports the use of statistical models, such as nonparametric kernel 
methods, in probabilistic hazard assessment for distributed volcanism. 
We developed a new recurrence rate calculation method that uses a Monte Carlo 
procedure to better reflect and understand the impact of uncertainties of radiometric age 
determinations on uncertainty of recurrence rate estimates for volcanic activity in the Abu, 
Yucca Mountain Region, and Izu-Tobu volcanic fields. Results suggest that the 
recurrence rates of volcanic fields can change by more than one order of magnitude on 
time scales of several hundred thousand to several million years. This suggests that 
magma generation rate beneath volcanic fields may change over these time scales. Also, 
recurrence rate varies more than one order of magnitude between these volcanic fields, 
consistent with the idea that distributed volcanism may be influenced by both the rate of 
magma generation and the potential for dike interaction during ascent. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Volcanoes formed during single episodes of volcanic activity, without subsequent 
eruptions, are referred to as monogenetic (Macdonald, 1972; Williams and McBirney, 
1979; Connor and Conway, 2000). Generally, volcanic fields consist of scattered 
monogenetic volcanoes, such as cinder cones, maars, tuff cones, tuff rings, small shield 
volcanoes, lava domes and attendant lava flows (Connor and Conway, 2000; Valentine 
and Perry, 2006), and are also called monogenetic volcano groups. 
Unlike central volcanoes, monogenetic volcanism is spatially distributed in 
volcanic fields over areas of hundreds to thousands of square kilometers. Thus, hazards 
associated with monogenetic volcanism involve magma intrusion along a new pathway 
through the shallow crust and the formation of a new, generally small-volume volcano in 
a new location. Each new vent may generate lava flows and pyroclastic material, such as 
tephra fallout and pyroclastic surges. Several urban areas have developed within 
geologically active monogenetic fields, including Auckland, New Zealand (Bebbington 
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and Cronin, 2011); Melbourne, Australia (Lesti et al., 2008), Portland, Oregon (Mitchell 
et al., 1989), and Mexico City, Mexico (Agustín-Flores et al., 2011). Furthermore, 
spatially distributed monogenetic volcanism poses hazards to other critical infrastructure, 
such as nuclear facilities (Connor et al., 2009; International Atomic Energy Agency, 
2011). Renewed volcanism in one or more of these environments is virtually certain. 
Because of long duration time and scattered volcanism, volcanic hazard of volcanic fields 
is statistically studied based on temporal spatial distribution of monogenetic volcanoes 
(Scandone, 1979; Connor and Hill., 1995; Connor et al., 2000; Alberico et al., 2002; 
Martin et al., 2003; Valentine and Perry, 2006; Alberico et al., 2008). 
Our case study about the Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group, which is one of the 
active volcanic fields in Southwest Japan (Figure 1.1a), suggests stability of the 
magmatic system beneath this volcanic field. This volcano group is slightly E-W 
elongated and the size and shape of the volcano group does not appear to change with 
time. In addition, basaltic magma generation rate, which is estimated based on the 
assumption of magma mixing rate, appears to have been constant since 0.46 Ma although 
total magma effusion rate increased after 0.2 Ma because of mixing of rhyolite magma 
formed by partial melting of lower crust (see Chapter 2). 
To understand magmatic system beneath volcanic fields, we studied conduit, dike 
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and sill distribution at a highly eroded Pliocene volcanic field in San Rafael region, Utah 
(Figure 1.1b). The distribution of conduits matches the major features of dike distribution, 
including development of clusters and distribution of outliers. Comparison between San 
Rafael conduit distribution and distributions of volcanoes in several recently active 
volcanic fields supports the use of statistical models in probabilistic hazard assessment 
for distributed volcanism. Specifically, renewed dike intrusion and potential eruptions in 
active basaltic systems can be assessed probabilistically from the distribution of older 
volcanoes in distributed volcanic systems (see Chapter 3). 
We developed a Perl script to calculate recurrence rate of volcanic activity at 
volcanic fields. This computer algorithm and code uses a Monte Carlo procedure to 
estimate uncertainty of recurrence rate in volcanic events. Because radiometric dating of 
volcanic units is incomplete in most volcanic fields and those age determinations that are 
made may contain errors, it is very difficult to estimate recurrence rate precisely. Our 
method addresses some of these issues to calculate recurrence rate, and uncertainty in 
recurrence rate, by propagating age uncertainty through the analysis. Geologic insight is 
also used for age sampling to complement incomplete age data. Furthermore, if they are 
available, paleomagnetic polarity and stratigraphic relationships are to bound possible 
age distribution of undated units. This method is applied to synthetic data sets and three 
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monogenetic volcanic fields: the Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group, the Yucca Mountain 
region, and the Izu-Tobu Monogenetic Volcano Group. Results suggest that uncertainty is 
well-represented in this approach (see Chapter 4). 
The pronoun "we" is used to reflect the contributions of coauthors on these papers 
that are submitted for publication. Chapter 2 is published from the Bulletin of 
Volcanology (Kiyosugi et al., 2010) and chapter 3 contains material that is in press at 
Geology (Kiyosugi et al., 2012, in press). In addition, chapter 4 is soon to be submitted to 
the Statistics in Volcanology.  
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CHAPTER 2 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VOLCANO DISTRIBUTION, CRUSTAL 
STRUCTURE, AND P-WAVE TOMOGRAPHY: AN EXAMPLE FROM THE ABU 
MONOGENETIC VOLCANO GROUP, SW JAPAN 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Volcanoes formed during single episodes of volcanic activity, without subsequent 
eruptions, are referred to as monogenetic (Macdonald, 1972; Williams and McBirney, 
1979; Connor and Conway, 2000). Generally, volcanic fields consist of scattered 
monogenetic volcanoes, such as cinder cones, maars, tuff cones, tuff rings, small shield 
volcanoes, lava domes and attendant lava flows (Connor and Conway, 2000; Valentine 
and Perry, 2006), and are also called monogenetic volcano groups. The temporal and 
spatial distribution of monogenetic volcanoes and probability of future activity within 
monogenetic volcano groups have been studied with the goals of understanding the 
origins of these volcano groups, and forecasting potential future volcanic hazards 
(Scandone, 1979; Connor and Hill., 1995; Connor et al., 2000; Alberico et al., 2002; 
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Martin et al., 2003; Valentine and Perry, 2006; Alberico et al., 2008). Here we investigate 
the Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group (AMVG), located in Southwest Japan, as a case 
study to consider the influences of magma generation and ascent processes upon the 
temporal-spatial distribution of monogenetic volcanoes. This monogenetic volcano group 
is ideal for analysis of patterns in volcanic activity because many K-Ar dates have 
already been reported (Uto and Koyaguchi, 1987; Kakubuchi et al., 2000 and Kimura et 
al., 2003) and high-resolution tomographic images of the crust and upper mantle of the 
AMVG could be made as part of this study. 
 
2.2 The Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group 
Late Cenozoic monogenetic volcano groups in the southwest Japan Arc are 
thought to originate from the upwelling of mantle diapirs (Iwamori, 1991; Uto, 1995; 
Kimura et al., 2003). The AMVG is one such monogenetic volcano group consisting of 
alkaline basalt and calc-alkaline andesite-dacite lavas and pyroclastic rocks distributed 
over an area of 400 km2 (Figures 1.1 and 2.1; Oji, 1961; Koyaguchi, 1986). Some of the 
56 volcanoes comprised by the AMVG are located within the Sea of Japan (The Maritime 
Safety Agency of Japan, 1996a, b), and are known primarily from bathymetry.  
Considering the AMVG as a whole, K-Ar age determinations suggest a range of 
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volcanic activity from 3.3 Ma to 10 ka (Uto and Koyaguchi, 1987; Kakubuchi et al., 2000 
and Kimura et al., 2003). There was apparently a quiescent period from approximately 
1.6 to 0.8 Ma (Kakubuchi et al., 2000), during which very few volcanoes formed, if any. 
This quiescent period also divides petrologically distinct volcanoes in the AMVG. 
Kakubuchi et al. (2000) classified the volcanic activity into an alkaline basalt-dominated 
early period (2-1.6 Ma) and a calc-alkaline andesite-dacite dominated late period (< 0.8 
Ma) and suggested that these distinct episodes originated from different mantle diapirs. 
Koyaguchi (1986) concluded that geochemical trends observed in Abu lavas were 
produced by the magma mixing of primitive alkali basalt magmas and dacite magmas, 
which were in turn created by the partial melting of the lower crust, caused by induced 
heating from repeated intrusion of basalt. Thus, the onset of calc-alkaline magmatism at 
0.8 Ma, corresponds to an increase in basaltic magma flux into the lower crust 
(Kakubuchi et al., 2000), or possibly progressive response of the lower crust to 
continuous heating. In the following discussion, we use an extended quiescent period 
from approximately 1.7 to 0.5 Ma because the volcano dated at 0.8 Ma also has a more 
recent K-Ar age determination of approximately 0.3 Ma (Kakubuchi et al., 2000), 
acknowledging that there is some uncertainty in the total span of this quiescent period. To 
our knowledge, this increase in rate of volcanic activity around 0.5 Ma, does not coincide 
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with any major plate tectonic changes that might account for the resurgence of 
magmatism in this area. 
Earthquake focal mechanisms indicate that the AMVG currently is within a zone 
of predominantly E-W compressive stress (Figure 2.2a). This appears to be consistent 
with long-term deformation deduced from fault studies. Itoh and Arato (1999) concluded 
this stress condition (σ1 = N70-90W) has persisted since approximately 4 Ma, based on 
an analysis of active faults and flexural features in the Sea of Japan. Kanaori (1997) 
divided this region into three areas, subdivided by two NE-SW oriented fault systems 
(Figure 2.2b); the AMVG is located in one of these areas where both NW-SE and NE-SW 
oriented lineaments and faults are mapped. The initiation of the lineaments, faults and 
related cataclasite zones probably date back to late Cretaceous-early Paleogene, and fault 
reactivation partly occurred along older cataclastite zones during the Quaternary (Kanaori, 
1997). Various planar structures within the cataclasite zones indicate a lateral shear sense 
of displacement in the fault zones. In addition, many small earthquakes occur in the upper 
crust along these zones (Figure 2.2a). It has previously been suggested by Kanaori (1997) 
that these active fault systems cut entirely through the earth’s brittle crust. A question 
arises about whether the distribution of volcanoes in the AMVG might reflect the 
orientation of these major crustal structures, which would suggest they are important to 
10 
 
ascent of small-volume magmas through the brittle crust. 
 
2.3 Volcanic events in the Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group 
We identified vents throughout the AMVG using geologic maps and bathymetric 
data offshore. According to the criteria of Condit and Connor (1996), individual lava 
flows were distinguished geologically and morphologically, and traced to their sources 
such as cinder cones, lava domes and topographic highs on lava flows. If a lava flow can 
be associated with a cinder cone or lava dome by geological mapping, the cinder cone or 
lava dome is regarded as its source. The tops of these cones, and one dome, were 
recognized as volcanic centers. Some lava flows cannot be associated with cones or 
domes by geologic mapping. In these cases, the topographically highest point of the 
upslope portion of the lava flow was considered to be the volcanic center. Characteristic 
crescent-shaped landforms, which were probably formed by collapse of cinder cones or 
lava domes, are seen on higher areas of some lava flows. The volcanic centers of these 
lava flows are taken to be the centers of these landforms. We also identified one volcanic 
center based on the presence of a depression of 630 m long, 350 m wide and more than 
20 m deep, because it is located on the highest part of a lava flow. Based on these criteria, 
56 volcanic centers were identified in the AMVG.  
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Eruption dates of volcanic centers were determined by relating these centers to 
lava flows that have previously been radiometrically dated by K-Ar methods (Kakubuchi 
et al., 2000; Kimura et al., 2003). In some cases, several similar dates were obtained from 
one unit. In these cases the mean of these radiometric age determinations was used. 
Furthermore, a variety of dates (0.33±0.01, 0.34±0.01, 0.66±0.02, 0.76±0.05 Ma) 
were obtained from samples of one unit. This range of dates may result from assimilation 
of the Cretaceous basement rock into the samples for whole rock age determination. 
Therefore, geologically acceptable younger values were deduced from stratigraphic 
relationships. Volumes of individual units were calculated from the distribution and 
thickness of lava flows, cinder cones, and similar features. For individual volcanoes and 
their lava flows, volumes range from 10-4 to 10-1 km3, and the total volume of the AMVG 
is about 4 km3. 
The 56 volcanic events were derived using these data (Table 2.1). Each volcanic 
event consists of at least one vent and associated lava flows, with the event located at the 
eruptive vent, or inferred eruptive vent. As volcanism is widely dispersed in the AMVG, 
we believe there is little opportunity for vents to be completely buried and therefore 
missed in the analysis. Nevertheless, there is a potential for under-recording of events due 
to burial by subsequent volcanic activity and if off-shore vents are not resolved in the 
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bathymetric data. 
 
2.4 Spatial density and temporal recurrence rate 
These data are used to estimate the spatial density and temporal recurrence rate of 
volcanism in the AMVG. Spatial density of volcanism can be estimated using kernel 
density techniques. These techniques have developed in spatial statistics to provide robust 
and nonparametric estimates of the spatial density of points, or point-like features (e.g., 
Diggle, 1985; Silverman, 1986). In volcanology, kernel density estimates have been used 
on a variety of data sets to search for statistical structure in volcano distribution (e.g., 
Lutz and Gutmann, 1995; Connor and Hill, 1995; Connor et al., 2000; Martin et al., 
2004). In kernel density estimation, spatial variation in density, s, is estimated as a 
function of the distance from a point to near-neighbor volcanoes, and is based on a 
smoothing parameter, h, also referred to as the kernel bandwidth. The kernel function is a 
probability density function that spreads probability away from the event (in this case 
volcano locations) based on the bandwidth and the shape of the kernel density function. 
Often, kernel density functions are circular and symmetric in form (e.g., Weller et al., 
2006). Here we allow the kernel function to be elliptical and choose the bandwidth 
(which becomes a matrix, H, to describe its elliptical shape) using an algorithm based on 
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the distance between volcano events. This elliptical kernel has the advantage of being 
potentially sensitive to tectonic controls on volcanism that create changes in distances to 
near- neighbors as a function of direction. A two-dimensional elliptical kernel bandwidth 
that depends on direction is (Connor and Connor, 2009): 

 

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where b=H-1/2x and H is a 2×2 element bandwidth matrix that is positive and definite, |H| 
is the determinant of this bandwidth matrix, H-1/2 is read as the inverse of the square root 
of the matrix H, bT is the transpose of the matrix b, and x is a distance matrix composed 
of distances between the set of points {s}, usually distributed on a grid to make a map in 
the region R, that includes the volcano event locations, {X1,X2,X3…XN}∈R. 
A difficulty with using elliptical kernel functions is that all elements of the 
bandwidth matrix must be estimated. These elements may be inferred subjectively, but 
algorithms provide an unbiased estimate of bandwidth elements based on the distances 
among near-neighbor volcanoes. We use an optimal bandwidth selector algorithm 
minimizing the sum of the asymptotic mean square error (SAMSE) of spatial density 
(Wand and Jones, 1995). We also show a result of the least square cross validation 
(LSCV) of spatial density (Wand and Jones., 1995) because the LSCV is suggestive of a 
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relationship between crustal structure and volcanism for the AMVG. Both SAMSE and 
LSCV algorithms are available in the freely-distributed R statistical software library. For 
the dataset of 56 volcanic centers, the SAMSE and LSCV bandwidth selector algorithms 
yield: 



05.223.0
23.081.3
H  
and  





19.139.1
39.189.3
H  
respectively. The square roots of the matrices are calculated to show units of bandwidth 
in kilometers (note that the square root of a matrix is not the same as the square root of 
elements in the matrix, and negative numbers may appear in the square root matrix). The 
diagonal elements are unequal in magnitude, indicating that the kernels are elongate and 
the off-diagonal elements indicate that the kernels are rotated, slightly to the ENE 
(positive off-diagonal elements, SAMSE) and NW (negative off-diagonal elements, 
LSCV), respectively. Overall, they create ENE-trending and NW-trending bands of 
comparatively high estimated spatial density of volcanic centers through the map region. 
Some features of volcano distribution are revealed by this method (Figures 2.3a and 2.3b). 
The result based on SAMSE shows E-W elongated broad high-density area (Figure 2.3a). 
This method yields a relatively smooth estimate of spatial density. In this case, spatial 
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density is basically characterized by several modes in vent distribution. On the other hand, 
high-density areas based on LSCV appear as NW-SE extended narrow bands (Figure 
2.3b). These bands are relatively evenly spaced, and each band contains both basaltic and 
andesite-dacitic volcanoes erupted at various times. 
It is possible that some events are missing from the analysis. For example, vents 
may be buried by lava flows from adjacent volcanoes. However, it is unlikely that 
missing vents can systematically change the volcano density distribution in any way. 
Even if there are a few missing events, these would not affect the shape of the spatial 
density map, and the modes in volcano distribution would persist.  
Next we consider the temporal pattern of volcanism in the AMVG. Figure 2.4a 
shows the cumulative number of volcanic centers erupted over time and their volumes. 
Ages of 25 of the 56 volcanic events have not been determined (Table 2.1). Volume 
estimates of the volcanoes have some error, especially where lava flows overlap one 
another, because topographical variation beneath lavas is uncertain, and because the 
volumes of tephra erupted are unknown. Nevertheless, it is possible to describe the 
temporal trend of volcanic activity assuming that samples for K-Ar dating were collected 
without bias, and that the estimated volumes reflect actual eruption volume. The early 
activity of the AMVG occurred 1.9-1.7 Ma, and is distinct from more voluminous late 
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volcanic activity occurring < 0.5 Ma. This change corresponded to the onset of andesitic 
volcanism (Figures 2.4a-c) in the AMVG (Kakubuchi et al., 2000). On the other hand, 
Figure 2.4b also shows the eruption rate of basalt decreased somewhat at this time. 
Although formation of both basaltic and andesitic volcanoes increased after about 0.2 Ma, 
the volume of individual basaltic eruptions decreased, a feature seen in other 
monogenetic volcanic fields (e.g., Valentine and Perry, 2006). Hence the volumetric 
magma eruption rate did not increase significantly after about 0.2 Ma (Figure 2.4a). 
Finally these features are still characteristic of the AMVG even if a high volume-andesite 
unit, which erupted 0.19 Ma and may cover additional units, is removed from the plots. 
Thus, the early activity of the AMVG was characterized by comparatively low 
volume eruptions and occurred at just a few centers. Although the eruption rate increased 
about 0.2 Ma, obvious increase in the area affected by volcanic activity did not occur at 
the time (Figure 2.4d). Rather, the increased rate of volcanism increased spatial density 
without increasing the area of the volcanic field. In addition, no significant differences 
between the distributions of basaltic and andesitic volcanoes were identified by spatial 
analysis (Figure 2.4d). 
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2.5 Seismic Tomography 
The spatial distribution of volcanoes has not changed considerably with time 
(Figure 2.4d). Therefore it is meaningful to correlate the spatial density of the past 
volcanic events (Figure 2.3a) and current geophysical information, such as seismic 
tomography, to help reinforce geological models of monogenetic volcanism and reduce 
uncertainty in the application of spatial density and temporal recurrence rate models (e.g., 
Martin et al., 2004). Figure 2.5 shows P-wave tomographic images under the AMVG 
from the surface down to 40 km depth, which are determined by applying the 
tomographic methods of Zhao et al. (2002, 2007) to a large number of high-quality 
arrival time data of local earthquakes recorded by the dense seismic networks operated by 
the Hi-net, Japanese national universities and Japan Meteorological Agency. Figure 2.5 
shows the perturbations (in percent) from the average velocity at each depth under the 
AMVG and adjacent areas. The resolution scale of the tomography is 20-25 km in the 
horizontal direction and 5-10 km in depth. It is clear that significant low-velocity zones 
exist in the lower crust and uppermost mantle under the AMVG. These anomalies are 
particularly well-resolved under the land areas where seismic stations exist. Low-velocity 
zones extend above the Moho discontinuity into the lower crust. These low-velocity 
features may reflect high-temperature anomalies associated with zones of dike intrusion, 
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sill formation, and partial melting under the volcanic field. The upper crust exhibits 
average to slightly higher velocities with some crustal earthquakes, suggesting that 
shallow magma chambers do not exist under the AMVG, at least in the brittle upper crust, 
or at least are too small to resolve. This is entirely consistent with geological models of 
volcanic fields, which are thought to form due to low rates of magmatism and low rates 
of heat transfer in the brittle crust (e.g., Fedotov, 1981; Takada, 1994; Connor and 
Conway, 2000). There is a tendency for earthquake hypocenters to become shallower 
toward the center of the volcanic field, which may also reflect the higher temperature in 
the lower crust right beneath the AMVG. Such a feature of seismicity has been reported 
previously for active polygenetic volcanoes such as Unzen in Kyushu (Zhao et al., 2002), 
but has not been previously observed for monogenetic volcanic fields. 
 
2.6 Discussion  
The two different kernel bandwidth optimization algorithms (SAMSE and LSCV) 
yielded very different spatial density maps. The result based on the SAMSE algorithm 
provides a smoothed distribution of volcanoes in the AMVG. The geometry of the E-W 
elongated high volcano density area (Figure 2.3a) suggests the shape of a magma source 
region, which is consistent with a mantle diapir source region. The scale of this region is 
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also consistent with the seismic tomography results, which indicate roughly the same 
scale of low velocity zones in the upper mantle and lower crust (profile B-B’, Figure 2.5). 
This result suggests that the SAMSE method provides a reasonable estimate of the spatial 
density of volcanism for the AMVG, that is, one which reflects the geometry of the 
magma source region inferred from tomographic data. 
On the other hand, the LSCV algorithm yields a much more complex pattern of 
spatial density and identifies WNW-trending bands in the volcano distribution (Figure 
2.3b). A legitimate question is whether these bands represent an important feature of 
volcano distribution in the AMVG, for example reflecting regional structural control, or 
are merely an artifact of the kernel estimation technique with relative few volcanic events. 
One possible geological explanation for the parallel high-density bands and their almost 
constant separation is that feeder dikes occur in the field in this NW-SE orientation. 
However, this orientation is not concordant with the azimuth of horizontal maximum 
compressive stress in this region (E-W; Itoh and Arato, 1999). Furthermore, the 
compositions and K-Ar dates of volcanoes in each band are not the same, strongly 
suggesting they were fed by different dikes. Therefore, we conclude it is not likely that 
the bands identified by the LSCV method (Figure 2.3b) are reflective of individual dikes. 
Alternatively, fractures in the crust may also affect volcano distribution. Perhaps the 
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bands in volcano distribution reflect NW-trending structures in the crust. However, no 
NW-SE lineaments and faults have been mapped in the region, and the bands do not 
appear to be parallel to closely spaced vent alignments (Figure 2.4d), presumably related 
to very shallow igneous intrusions. Furthermore, the separation of bands (< 5 km) is 
much narrower than the crustal thickness or depth to the Conrad discontinuity (Figure 
2.5), so it is difficult to relate these bands to preexisting crustal structure that cuts the 
entire brittle crust. Of these possibilities, it may be that the best explanation for the LSCV 
spatial density is that its complexity is an artifact of the sparse volcano density in the area, 
and does not reflect deep-seated geologic processes. If so, this points out that spatial 
density estimates require interpretation, in this case facilitated by comparison with 
earthquake distribution, seismic tomography, and structural geology data. 
The change in the geochemistry of magmas, and change in the eruption rates of 
magmas with time are important features of the AMVG. In most recent volcanic activity, 
the andesitic magma eruption rate increased, and volumetric output of andesite was 
greater than basalt since 0.2 Ma (Figure 2.4b). The spatial distribution of volcanism did 
not obviously change with this change in the geochemistry of the system (Figure 2.4d). 
This is in contrast to volcanic fields in the western US, where geochemical changes in 
volcanic fields have correlated with changes in spatial distribution of volcanoes (e.g. 
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Condit and Connor, 1996). These observations support the conclusion of Kakubuchi et al. 
(2000) that heating from repeated intrusion of basalt caused partial melting of the lower 
crust and higher magma productivity in the most recent history of the volcanic field. 
Partial melting of the lower crust in response to continued influx of basaltic magmas is 
supported by the seismic tomographic images (Figure 2.5), which clearly indicates the 
occurrence of low-velocity anomalies in the lower crust (> 20 km depth) beneath the 
volcanic field. On the other hand, it is equally clear that the resolution of seismic 
tomographic methods is insufficient to resolve the distribution of individual batches of 
magma in the crust or upper mantle, on the scale of the volume of individual eruptions in 
the AMVG. Thus, the seismic tomography data suggest that the crust and mantle beneath 
the AMGV are thermally perturbed, and this is manifest at the surface through the 
infrequent eruption of small-volume batches of magma. 
Furthermore, the volume decrease of individual basaltic eruptions since about 0.2 
Ma may reflect a change of regional stress field. The change of crustal conditions from 
cold to hot might ease the crustal differential stress. This development may be reflected 
today in relatively shallow earthquake hypocenters beneath the AMVG. In this situation, 
coalesce of dikes is more difficult (Takada, 1994) and volume of individual eruptions 
would be smaller. 
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Although basalt supply rate to the lower crust apparently decreased since about 
0.2 Ma (Figure 2.4b), assuming that andesite magmas in this volcanic field result from 
mixing of silicic and basaltic magmas, a model can be developed for volumetric output of 
magma (Kakubuchi et al., 2000). Koyaguchi (1986) suggested that a silicic end member 
for this mixing model must have less than 70% SiO2. Following Kakubuchi et al. (2000), 
therefore, we consider the change of original basalt production by adding half the 
eruption volume of andesite to the eruption volume of basalt (a 1:1 mixing ratio). A 
cumulative plot of the result (Figure 2.4c) shows the basalt supply rate to the lower crust 
is almost constant since the initiation of volcanism 0.46 Ma. This observation and 
temporal-spatial distribution of volcanic vents (Figure 2.4d) suggest stability of magma 
productivity and constant two-dimensional size of the source mantle diapir since 0.46 Ma.  
 
2.7 Conclusions 
The AMVG comprises 56 volcanoes in SW Japan formed since approximately 1.8 
Ma, with at least 29 volcanoes erupted since 0.46 Ma. The spatial density of volcanism 
estimated with the SAMSE algorithm indicates broad modes in vent distribution, 
consistent with a mantle diapir source, and consistent with the geometry of low-velocity 
zones in the upper mantle and lower crust imaged by seismic tomography. Changes in 
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rate of volcanism in the AMVG are not clearly tied to known tectonic events. The area of 
volcanism and basalt supply rate from mantle diapir to the lower crust have been constant 
since 0.46 Ma, suggesting the stability of the source mantle diapir.  
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Figure 2.1. Location map for the Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group.
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Figure 2.2. Tectonic setting around the AMVG. (a) Distribution and E-W cross section of 
earthquake hypocenters and focal mechanisms (Depth < 30 km). Dots show hypocenters 
of earthquakes (Mj > 2) occurred from 1988 to 1998 based on the Japan University 
Network Earthquake Catalog (JUNEC). The focal mechanisms were determined by using 
broadband waveform data recorded by the F-net seismic network of the National 
Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) in Japan between 
January 1997 and October 2007. Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) used for the 
digital elevation model. Earthquakes deeper than 35 km depth occurred in the subducting 
Philippine Sea plate. Although an ENE-WSW-trending earthquake zone lies to the east, 
seismic activity is not high in the area of the AMVG. (b) Distribution of faults and 
lineaments around this region modified after Kanaori (1997). Box indicates area of the 
AMVG.
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Table 2.1. Vent list of the AMVG. aK-Ar dates from Kakubuchi et al. (2000). bK-Ar dates 
from Kimura et al. (2003). 
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Figure 2.3. Spatial density maps of volcanic events in the AMVG. (a) Map based on the 
SAMSE algorithm. The maximum density is 4.0×10-3 event/km2. (b) Map based on the 
LSCV algorithm. The maximum density is 7.9×10-3 vent/km2. The contour lines are 25th, 
50th, 75th, 95th and 99th percentile. Elevation data from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 
(SRTM). 
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Figure 2.4. Timing of volcanism in the AMVG. (a) Cumulative number and cumulative 
volume of 31 dated volcanoes. (b) Relative and cumulative volume of basalt and andesite 
volcanoes during the most recent stage of activity. (c) Cumulative volume of volcanoes 
and estimated basalt supply rate. Dashed line is the linear regression of estimated basalt 
supply rate, suggesting constant basalt supply from the mantle diapir to the lower crust 
since 0.46 Ma. (d) Location map of the volcanic centers classified based on their dates 
and composition. Local vent alignments of similar volcanoes are shown and lie in various 
orientations. The length of these alignments ranges from about 0.5 to 2 km. Digital Map 
50 m Grid (Elevation) published by the Geographical Survey Institute in Japan. 
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Figure 2.5. Vertical cross sections of P-wave tomography under the AMVG (red triangle 
indicates center of AMVG) along the profiles shown on the insert map. Red and blue 
colors denote low and high velocities, respectively. The velocity perturbation (in %) scale 
is shown at the bottom. Red triangles show the AMVG. On the other hand, smaller and 
larger pink triangles show other Quaternary monogenetic volcanoes and strato volcanoes 
respectively. The monogenetic volcanoes distributing east to southeast of the AMVG 
belong to the Aonoyama Volcano Group, which is petrologically distinguished from the 
AMVG. The two dashed lines denote the Conrad (mid-crustal) and Moho discontinuities. 
White dots show local crustal earthquakes (M > 1.5) that occurred within 10 km of each 
profile. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DIKE AND VOLCANIC CONDUIT 
DISTRIBUTION IN A HIGHLY-ERODED MONOGENETIC VOLCANIC 
FIELD: SAN RAFAEL, UT, USA 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Unlike central volcanoes, monogenetic volcanism is spatially distributed in 
volcanic fields over areas of hundreds to thousands of square kilometers. Thus, hazards 
associated with monogenetic volcanism involve magma intrusion along a new pathway 
through the shallow crust and the formation of a new, generally small-volume volcano in 
a new location. Each new vent may generate lava flows and pyroclastic material, such as 
tephra fallout and pyroclastic surges. Several urban areas have developed within 
geologically active monogenetic fields, including Auckland, New Zealand (Bebbington 
and Cronin, 2011); Melbourne, Australia (Lesti et al., 2008), Portland, Oregon (Mitchell 
et al., 1989), and Mexico City, Mexico (Agustín-Flores et al., 2011). Furthermore, 
spatially distributed monogenetic volcanism poses hazards to other critical infrastructure, 
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such as nuclear facilities (Connor et al., 2009; International Atomic Energy Agency, 
2011). Renewed volcanism in one or more of these environments is virtually certain. Yet 
very little is known about the spatial distribution and frequency of dike injection in 
monogenetic fields compared to the distribution and rate of volcano formation, primarily 
because of the low rate of activity in most fields compared to the duration of our 
monitoring capabilities. Likewise, numerous studies have focused on the distribution of 
monogenetic volcanoes to infer the nature of magma source regions and crustal magmatic 
systems (e.g., Connor, 1990; Valentine and Perry, 2006) and to ultimately relate the 
distribution of past volcanic activity to the location of potential new volcanoes (e.g., 
Connor and Hill, 1995; Weller et al., 2006; Kiyosugi et al., 2010; Bebbington and Cronin, 
2011). It remains unknown: (1) how volcano distribution relates to the distribution of 
dikes across an entire region, and (2) if the statistical distribution of dikes is necessarily 
the same as the distribution of volcanoes mapped at the surface. Answering these 
questions is difficult, primarily because very sparse data are available about the geometry 
of intrusive structures in active monogenetic volcanic fields. Nevertheless, such questions 
are critical to understanding the development of volcanic fields, interpretation of 
monitoring data and to update hazard forecasts (e.g., Marzocchi, et al., 2008), in order to 
estimate the potential locations of future volcanic events. If we are to gain an 
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understanding of the limits and uncertainties associated with the current generation of 
hazards models for monogenetic volcanism, we must use the geologic record to assess 
these relationships. 
In the San Rafael region, Utah, we can at least map the shallowest part (~0.8 km; 
Pederson et al., 2002) of the crustal magmatic system, thus gaining an improved 
understanding of the spatial relationships between dikes, conduits and sills in more 
recently active monogenetic volcanic fields. This gives important insights into the nature 
of monogenetic volcanism by providing a clear picture of the shallow plumbing system, 
where dikes widen to conduits and sills develop, and into the robustness of statistical 
hazard models based on spatial distribution of vents. 
 
3.2 Geologic background 
Since the Tertiary, basaltic volcanism has broadly occurred in a zone that crosses 
to the Colorado plateau from the Basin and Range Province of southern Utah (Delaney 
and Gartner, 1997). In the San Rafael region, which is a part of this zone, Pliocene (ca. 4 
Ma) sills, dikes and conduits are exposed in Middle Jurassic to Cretaceous sedimentary 
strata, especially in the fine-grained sandstones-of the Middle Jurassic San Rafael Group 
(Figures 1.1 and 3.1; Delaney and Gartner, 1997).  
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3.2.1 Conduits 
Conduits in the San Rafael region are described as “plug-like” bodies, or necks, 
formed along many dikes, and usually containing breccias (Delaney and Gartner, 1997, 
Diez et al, 2009). We infer that conduits most probably fed a volcanic edifice at the 
surface. To distinguish conduits and thicker dikes (> 6 m), we further define conduits as 
vertical intrusions >10 m in diameter in plan view. A total of 63 such conduits are 
mapped (Figures 3.1 and 3.2a) in the San Rafael region, although this must be a 
minimum number, as some conduits may have formed at shallower stratigraphic levels 
and are now completely eroded. Width of most conduits is <40 m and the largest mapped 
is ~100 m in diameter (lat: 38°31'4.6"N, lon: 111°19'4.7"W).  
Sixty-one conduits are shonkinite in composition and are associated with dikes. Each 
reveal features commonly associated with phreatomagmatic volcanism and generally 
have the geological features of the root zone and/or lower diatremes, as defined by White 
and Ross (2011). Several conduits are commonly formed along the same dike. Although 
some of these shonkinite conduits have massive basaltic pipe structure, most of them 
have wall-rock erosion features associated with magma flow characterized by a steeply-
dipping funnel shape conduit body, peperite, liquefaction and brecciation of the 
autochthonous host sandstone, reflecting wall rock erosion as a dominant process of 
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conduit formation at this depth. Contact metamorphism of host rock, reflecting sustained 
high heat flow, is observed in some shonkinite conduits. In addition, Diez et al (2009) 
reported abundant armored lapilli in one of the shonkinite conduits (lat: 38°36'11.1"N, 
lon: 111°5'10.5"W), suggesting phreatomagmatic eruptions must have occurred. 
Two other conduits are composed of massive syenite, similar to underlying sills and 
are not associated with dikes, perhaps reflecting diapiric ascent of magma from sills, as 
proposed by Diez et al (2009).  
 
3.2.2 Dikes 
Delaney and Gartner (1997) reported that most dikes are arranged en échelon and 
<2 km in outcrop length; the longest being 9 km-long, and thicknesses range up to ~6 m. 
They concluded that strikes of dikes exposed in strata of the San Rafael Group were 
probably acquired as magma flowed along and dilated systematic joints of the underlying 
massive sandstones of the Glen Canyon Group. Furthermore, disparate strikes of the 
dikes (Figure 3.2b) reflect the direction of least compressive principal stress acting at the 
time of emplacement, although this direction was not strongly favored under the 
condition of low deviatoric horizontal stress of the Colorado Plateau (Delaney and 
Gartner, 1997). K-Ar ages suggest two pulses of intrusion dated at about 3.7 Ma and 4.6 
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Ma (Delaney and Gartner, 1997), although field observation of dikes could not separate 
the two dike generations. At the outcrop scale, these dikes are massive basaltic to 
shonkinitic and contain a few percent of autochthonous sandstone fragments, less than 
conduits (~ several tens of percent). Contact metamorphism and alteration of wall rocks 
occurs locally along many dikes. Our new dataset is composed of almost 2000 dike 
segments recognized with satellite imagery and field mapping. Although there is a 
possibility of missing thin dikes or unexposed dikes, this number is very close to the total 
number of dikes in the data set of Delaney and Gartner (1997). The vast majority of dikes 
do not host conduits, indicating that intrusive events reaching this stratigraphic level are 
significantly more common than eruptive activity.  
 
3.2.3 Sills 
Williams (1983) and Delaney and Gartner (1997) recognized 12 sills that are 
syenite to shonkinite composition and <30 m thick (Figure 3.1). These sills are 
contemporaneous and comagmatic with dikes (Gilluly, 1927).  
 
3.3 Estimating conduit and dike spatial density 
Statistical models are used to quantify the distribution of San Rafael conduits and 
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to compare their distribution with dike and sill distribution under the assumption that the 
distribution of any unmapped conduits and dikes is spatially independent. Conduit 
density is analyzed by a nonparametric kernel function method with elliptical bandwidth 
(Connor and Connor, 2009; Kiyousugi et al., 2010). Figure 3.2a shows a conduit density 
map drawn with the sum of the asymptotic mean square error (SAMSE, Wand and Jones, 
1995) algorithm for selection of optimal bandwidth and using the dataset for all mapped 
conduits (N=63). Higher conduit density is found in N-S elongated zones.  
A different metric is needed to estimate dike density because we are primarily 
interested in dike length per unit area, calculated as the total dike length within a circle of 
arbitrary radius and centered at grid points. Here, we estimate dike density with a circle 
radius of 3 km and 1 km grid spacing (Figure 3.2b). High dike density areas extend north 
to south. Although the methodology used to draw conduit density and dike density maps 
is not the same, the highest density zones of dikes and conduits are comparable in all 
parts of the field. However, trends in conduit and dike density are slightly oblique. The 
kernel function is sensitive to the overall shape of the conduit distribution, which is 
slightly elongate NNE. The dike density map shows a prominent N-S elongation in the 
central part of the field, while individual dikes are oriented NNW (Figure 3.2b), as they 
follow the predominant joint set in host sandstone (Delaney and Gartner, 1997). Also, in 
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some areas dike density is relatively high, although conduits are absent, such as in the 
southwestern portion of the field. The overall correlation between dikes and conduits is 
illustrated in Figure 3.2c, which shows a comparison of dike and conduit densities at grid 
point spacing 1 km in a subset of the total map area. Sills are generally exposed in higher 
conduit and dike density areas (Figures 3.2a and 3.2b). 
We use the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to investigate if the 
distribution of conduits is affected by the distribution of dikes. The distribution of dike 
density (km/km2) is shown in Figure 3.3a. At the location of conduits, the median (50th 
percentile) of dike density is approximately 0.5 km/km2 (Figure 3.3a; bold line). This is 
considerably greater than the expected dike density at a random grid point from the map 
area (expected density of approximately 0.1 km/km2). Overall dikes strongly cluster near 
conduits with greater than 99% confidence (Figure 3.3a). However, the survivor function 
for dike density at the locations of conduits (Figure 3.3a; bold line) is roughly linear, 
which means that there is great uncertainty in forecasting the number of dikes associated 
with individual conduits, a result certainly borne out by comparison of the mapped 
distributions (Figure 3.1). Nevertheless, we can use these relationships to infer dike 
density from conduit density, as long as uncertainties are propagated. Given a distribution 
of conduits, what is the inferred dike density? For the San Rafael region, this can be 
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deduced from empirical relationships. For example, where conduit density is >0.001 
conduits/km2, the median dike density is 0.3 km/km2; and where conduit density 
is >0.003, the median dike density is 0.9 km/km2 (Figure 3.3a). The same relationships 
can be illustrated for expected conduit density, given the density of dikes (Figure 3.3b).  
 
3.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
An advantage of using bandwidth optimization is that the resulting kernel 
function is a quantitative measure of the density and anisotropy in volcano distribution. 
Using this method, volcano conduits in the San Rafael region reveal a clustered pattern, 
commonly observed in recently active monogenetic volcanic fields (Table 3.1). At least in 
the San Rafael region, this clustered pattern is reflected in the distribution of dikes in the 
subsurface. The overall trends of dike swarms and conduits are slightly oblique, i.e., the 
dikes trending N-S to NNW (Figure 3.2b) and the conduit distribution trending NNE 
(Figure 3.2a). If the conduit spatial density map accurately reflects the spatial dimensions 
of the magma source region for the San Rafael sub-volcanic field, then the obliquity in 
dike swarms may reflect counter-clockwise rotation of dikes as they ascend from the 
source region in response to crustal stress, which progresses even in the shallow 
subsurface with rotation of individual dikes into pre-existing joints. Although local stress 
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modification due to the conduits may also explain the obliquity of the dike swarms, it is 
less likely because adjacent dikes do not bend toward conduits at the field scale. 
We can compare the density of volcanoes measured in young, recently active 
volcanic fields with the density of conduits in the San Rafael region by comparing their 
best-fit kernel functions (Table 3.1). Because it is based on the kernel function, this 
comparison is independent of the total number of volcanoes in each volcanic field, or 
their total areas. Distribution of conduits in the San Rafael region is compared with vent 
distribution in volcanic fields (Table 3.1) including the nearby Black Rock Desert 
volcanic field, Utah and the Springerville volcanic field, Arizona, also located on the 
margin of the Colorado plateau (Figure 1.1). SAMSE kernel matrices for the San Rafael 
conduits suggest that distribution of conduits is similar to vent distribution of 
Springerville volcanic field, the Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group and the Izu-Tobu 
Volcano Group. These monogenetic volcanic fields experienced higher magma fluxes and 
formed more volcanoes in shorter period of time than other two volcanic fields (Table 
3.1). This is also concordant with the duration of activity in the San Rafael region, at least 
as indicated intricate pattern of comagmatic conduits, dikes and sills (Gilluly, 1927). On 
the other hand, kernel matrices of Black Rock Desert volcanic field and Yucca Mountain 
region, Nevada are larger than others and suggest that volcanism is more diffuse in these 
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volcanic fields. Furthermore much longer durations of activity in the Black Rock Desert 
volcanic field and Yucca Mountain region suggest that these volcanic fields are 
characterized by comparatively low-productivity, leading to low vent density, regardless 
of the overall area of the field (Table 3.1). 
In the San Rafael region, one can “forecast” dike density per unit area from the 
distribution of conduits, albeit with uncertainty. At least in this region, knowing conduit 
distribution provides a guide to the location of intrusions. This statistical method provides 
one estimate, even without data about the mechanical properties of the sandstones, 
however we note that the geology of the entire San Rafael region is rather homogeneous. 
Is the similarity of conduit and dike densities applicable to other monogenetic volcanic 
fields? This is an important issue because seismic unrest associated with dike injection is 
a likely precursor to eruptive activity (e.g., Yokoyama and De la Cruz-Reyna, 1990). The 
bedrock geology of the San Rafael region is remarkably uniform and this may enhance 
the correlation between dikes and conduits here. Because of this uniform host rock 
environment, conduits will develop randomly along dikes, that is, without additional 
geologic controls. Alternatively, if dikes intrude into more heterogeneous regions, factors 
such as the erodability of the conduit wall at a given depth may impact vent distribution 
relative to dike distribution. Tilted stratigraphy, damage zones along faults and dense 
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joint systems are possible examples geological controls creating different erodability of 
host rocks during dike intrusion. In addition, differences in water content in host rocks 
will affect the conduit distribution formed by phreatomagmatic process (e.g., White, 
1991). Accounting for these factors in different geological environments, say utilizing 
Bayesian methods (e.g., Marzocchi et al., 2008), may improve the use of statistical 
models in probabilistic hazard assessment for distributed volcanism. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A NEW METHOD FOR ESTIMATING RECURRENCE RATE OF VOLCANIC 
EVENTS ACCOUNTING FOR UNCERTAINTY IN AGE DETERMINATIONS 
 
4.1 Introduction  
Volcanic hazard assessment requires estimation of the recurrence rate of volcanic 
activity, here defined as the expected number of volcanic events for a given time interval. 
Recurrence rate estimates of volcanic events are most often based upon the frequency 
with which these events (eruptions or other evidence of volcanic unrest) occurred in the 
past for a specific volcanic system. These estimates are then used to forecast future 
recurrence rate. For example, shorter-term recurrence rates of volcanic activity have been 
quantified for many volcanic systems (Bebbington and Lai, 1996; Hill et al., 1998; 
Cronin et al., 2001; Ho 2008; Turner et al., 2008). Other studies have inferred recurrence 
rate for longer time periods and sometimes over broad areas (e.g., Ho, 1991, 1992; Ho et 
al., 1991; Crowe et al., 1992; Connor and Hill, 1993; Martin et al., 2003; Martin et al., 
2004; Weller et al., 2006). In all of these cases, a key component of hazard assessment is 
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the estimation of recurrence rates from past activity with the assumption that future rates 
of activity will reflect this past rate, at least for some time scale of interest. 
Although recurrence rate is basically calculated using the number of volcanic 
events in a specific time range, some alternative calculation methods have been proposed. 
The simplest approach is to average the number of events that have occurred during some 
arbitrary time period (Ho et al., 1991). For example, Martin et al. (2004) used the number 
of Quaternary volcanoes located in the Tohoku volcanic arc to estimate the long-term 
hazard of new volcano formation within that arc. An alternative approach, especially 
appropriate when the total number of known events is small, is to calculate recurrence 
rate using the repose-time method, in which the time range is restricted by the estimated 
ages of youngest and oldest events (Ho et al., 1991): 
yo
t TT
N

 1
   
… equation 4.1 
where t is the recurrence rate, N is the number of events, To is the age of the first event, 
and Ty is the age of the most recent event. These methods, however, do not allow for 
waxing or waning rates of volcanism, which are observed in many well-studied volcanic 
systems (Condit and Connor, 1996; Valentine and Perry, 2006). The Weibull-Poisson 
model and Weibull renewal model have been applied (Ho 1991; Cronin et al., 2001; 
Turner et al., 2008) where waxing or waning volcanic activity is particularly important. 
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Based on repose-time and Weibull-Poisson models, the recurrence rate of small-volume 
basaltic volcanism in the Yucca Mountain region, Nevada, was estimated as 2-12 
events/Ma (Connor et al., 2000). In addition, Ho (2008) analyzed cyclic temporal patterns 
of volcanic events of Avachinsky volcano (Russia) with time series analysis techniques 
and forecast the number of new events for the next 25 years. This approach is similar to 
time series analysis methods applied by Varley et al. (2006) to time series of volcanic 
events at Colima (Mexico), Karymsky, (Russia), Erebus (Antarctica), and Tungurahua 
(Ecuador) volcanoes. Alternative parametric models have been applied to a number of 
volcanism systems. These include modeling series of eruptive events using log-logistic 
model (Connor et al., 2003; 2006) and Pareto model (Mendoza-Rosas and De la 
Cruz-Reyna, 2008). Turner et al. (2008) used nonparametric kernel estimates to estimate 
the recurrence rate of volcanic activity for Mount Taranaki, New Zealand. Similarly, 
variogram methods have been used to identify statistical structure in time series of 
volcanic events, thereby improving recurrence rate estimates for short term (e.g., Jaquet 
et al., 2006) and long term (Jaquet et al., 2008) hazard assessments. 
All of the above methods make some significant assumptions, however, despite 
increasingly sophisticated statistical analyses of the problem. First, radiometric age 
determinations are rarely available for every unit in a stratigraphic sequence. Bebbington 
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and Cronin (2011) applied a trigger model, accounting for both short-term clustering and 
long term rates, to estimate recurrence rates of the Auckland Volcanic Field, New Zealand. 
Their method uses a Monte Carlo procedure that samples ages of undated units from their 
stratigraphic relationships to radiometrically dated units. Second, radiometric age 
determinations, when available, are estimates of the ages of the volcanic events, rather 
than the true age. Analytical uncertainty of radiometric age determinations is an 
important factor in recurrence rate estimates, but has generally not been considered. Third, 
and also reflecting uncertainty in the accuracy of radiometric age determinations, 
discordant dates are sometimes reported for the same unit. For instance, more than 70 
dates are reported for one unit in the Yucca Mountain region. Previous studies calculated 
a mean date or selected one value from this group (Connor and Hill, 1993). Fourth, the 
independence of eruptive events is often assumed or remains uncertain. Often the 
volcanological data make it difficult to define if individual units are associated with a 
single eruptive episode or not. In other words, the number of independent events is also 
uncertain. We suggest that uncertainties associated with event age and number might be 
at least as important as the type of statistical model chosen (e.g., Weibull, Poisson) in the 
estimation of recurrence rate. 
Here we propose a new recurrence rate calculation method that accounts for 
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uncertainty in radiometric age determinations and stratigraphic analyses. Like the method 
developed by Bebbington and Cronin (2011), this new method relies on a large number of 
simulations to estimate the recurrence rate of volcanic events based on random samples 
drawn from the distribution of possible ages, accounting for uncertainty in radiometric 
age determinations and stratigraphic relationships. The advantage of this approach is that 
it provides greater insight into uncertainty in recurrence rate estimates, and hence 
volcanic hazards, compared to models that do not explicitly account for radiometric age 
uncertainty and related stratigraphic uncertainties. The method is applied to a synthetic 
data set of volcanic events, to illustrate its performance. We then apply the model to the 
record of volcanic activity in three monogenetic volcanic fields: the Yucca Mountain 
region, the Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group and the Izu-Tobu Volcanic Group. In each 
of these fields, significant issues arise regarding the precision and accuracy of age 
determinations and the stratigraphic relationships between eruptive units. However, the 
model may be equally well applied to eruptive events at a single composite volcano. 
 
4.2 Method for Recurrence Rate Estimation 
The central problem in estimating recurrence rates of volcanic events is that we 
often must base our estimates on incomplete knowledge. It is very rare that every rock 
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stratigraphic unit, each representing a discrete volcanic event within a volcanic field or on 
an active composite volcano is dated radiometrically. Often, rock stratigraphic units have 
no radiometric age determinations. For undated and dated units, a complex set of 
information may be reported. For example, the paleomagnetic polarity of the unit may be 
known, constraining its age to specific time intervals. The unit may be stratigraphically 
above or below a dated unit, also partially constraining its age. In other cases, no 
information is available on the age of the unit because stratigraphic relationships are 
obscure or do not exist. A wide range of methods are often used to constrain the age of a 
unit to some general timeframe, such as Holocene or Quaterary, based on geological 
insights, such as erosion of the unit and glacial features. It is challenging to use this 
disparate information in a systematic way to improve estimates of recurrence rate, and 
estimates of uncertainty in recurrence rate, which may be large. 
Our method is similar to one developed by Bebbington and Cronin (2011) where a 
Monte Carlo procedure is used to estimate the age range of events based on radiometric 
age uncertainty and stratigraphy. We use a hierarchical approach to integrate various 
types of information into the age estimate of each unit in a given volcanic system. The 
first goal of the approach is to create a set of ages, each age corresponding to a rock 
statigraphic unit, which represents a volcanic event. If the known stratigraphy and age 
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relationships (e.g., paleomagnetic polarity of the unit) are not violated, this set of ages 
provides one estimate of the recurrence rate of volcanism through time for that particular 
volcanic system. However, alternative sets of ages may also be found. So the second goal 
of approach is to explore the full range of this uncertainty in volcanic event age by Monte 
Carlo sampling. The algorithm used in our computer model is illustrated in Figure 4.1, 
and described step-by-step below.  
Initially, it must be decided what age range will be considered in the recurrence 
rate model. For example, some volcanic systems may be considered to be Holocene or 
Quaternary in age and therefore the age range of the recurrence rate model might 
correspond to these time periods. This selection is important because the model assumes 
that units that are undated and lack stratigraphic information may have formed at any 
time during the age range considered. Also, the number of Monte Carlo simulations to be 
performed in the analysis must be specified. Each Monte Carlo simulation represents a 
coherent set of ages, for which recurrence rate can be estimated. Because uncertainty can 
be large, often a large number of Monte Carlo simulations is required (e.g., 10,000). 
The next step is to input data needed for the analysis. Our algorithm uses four 
separate input files containing: 
 Paleomagnetic chronostratigraphic data, showing the ages of polarity 
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reversals based on the time scale of Felix et al. (2004); uncertainty in the 
ages of paleomagnetic reversals is not considered in our algorithm; 
 Calibration curves for 14C dates (Reimer et al., 2009); 
 Available radiometric age determination data for each dated unit (e.g., 
radiometric age determinations and uncertainties reported for specific units) 
and reported geologic insights from specific investigations (e.g., unit 
reported as Holocene in age) (“dates.txt” in Figure 4.1); 
 Information about each individual unit representing a volcanic event; 
including: correlation with radiometric age determinations, paleomagnetic 
polarity and stratigraphic information) (“units.txt” in Figure 4.1).  
We separate date information into the “dates.txt” file and unit information into 
the “units.txt” file because there may be more than one radiometric age determination 
associated with a given unit. The most complex input file is the "units.txt" file because 
this contains all available information about each unit used to calculate recurrence rate. 
These include a pointer to radiometric ages in the “dates.txt” file of unit, stratigraphic 
relationships, paleomagnetic polarity, and a category term, all described here. “Pointer” 
points radiometric age, age of historic events and geologic insight for unit age included in 
the “dates.txt”. “Stratigraphic relationship” describes known underlying and/or overlying 
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relationship of units. “Paleomagnetic polarity”, if available, will be used as a condition to 
restrict age sampling. “Category” of the unit is set equal to 1 if the feature is simply an 
event, used to define a recurrence interval. On the other hand, if the unit has known 
volume or thickness, used to calculate effusion rate of lava flow or accumulation rate of 
tephra respectively, the category will be set to unit volume or thickness. Units contained 
in this input file are initially sorted based on their stratigraphic relationships; ages 
associated with these units will be used as boundary conditions in later calculations. If 
there are stratigraphic contradictions in the “units.txt”, the process is suspended and the 
stratigraphic units that are contradictory are output (that is, the code shows which units 
have caused the stratigraphic problem that cannot be resolved). 
The input file “dates.txt” contains all reported radiometric ages and errors, ages 
of historic events and ages given by geologic insights. Different age sampling procedures 
are required depending on the dating methods. Radiocarbon dating requires calibration 
because the ratio of carbon isotopes in the atmosphere was not constant in the past 
(Stuiver and Reimer, 1993; Ramsey 1995; Buck et al., 1996, 1999). Here, we calibrate 
radiocarbon ages based on the method of the calibration program Calib (Stuiver and 
Reimer, 1993). Age is sampled from the resulting probability density function of 
calibrated radiocarbon ages. Other radiometric age determinations (e.g., K-Ar, Ar-Ar) 
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assume that their date distributions are Gaussian. Dates of these units are sampled based 
on Gaussian distribution produced by Box-Muller transform with dating mean and error. 
If the sampled age is negative, it is rejected and the sampling procedure is repeated until a 
positive age is sampled, resulting in a truncated Gaussian distribution of possible ages for 
these units. Ages of historic events do not require age sampling because they are assumed 
to have no significant dating errors. These dates are simply converted into the same age 
scale (e.g. Ma) to be consistent with other age determinations. After the age sampling, 
sampled ages are assigned to correlated units. When there are several radiometric ages 
reported to the same unit, one sampled age from them is selected randomly.  
After ages have been assigned using radiometric age determination and historic 
events where available, the code samples dates from the “geologic insight” column and 
assigns them to the associated units. In the input file “dates.txt” geologic insight will be 
given as: 
(1) Mean and error (e.g., X±Y Ma). 
(2) Assumed minimum and maximum ages (e.g., X~Y Ma). 
(3) Assumed minimum age (e.g., > X Ma or X~? Ma). 
(4) Assumed maximum age (e.g., < X Ma or ?~X Ma). 
(5) Unknown minimum and maximum ages (e.g., ?~? Ma). 
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In case (1), the Box-Muller transform is used for age sampling for a given mean and error, 
similar to radiometric age determination. In the case (2), age is sampled randomly from a 
uniform distribution bounded by given minimum and maximum ages. In the cases (3)-(5), 
unknown minimum and/or maximum ages are substituted by the minimum and/or 
maximum ages sampled from radiometric age determination and age is sampled 
randomly from a uniform distribution bounded by the possible age range. If an arbitrary 
insight is not preferred, age assumptions are not required. Ages of those units are sampled 
from a uniform distribution between ages of overlying and/or underlying units. If there 
are no underlying and/or overlying units, a maximum and/or minimum age sampled from 
the radiometric age determination is substituted instead. 
After new ages are assigned to all units, their stratigraphic and paleomagnetic 
coherency is tested. If there is a stratigraphic or paleomagnetic discrepancy between 
assigned ages, all sampled ages are rejected and sampling procedure repeated until a 
coherent set of ages is sampled. 
After this set of ages is found, consistent with all available data, units are sorted 
from oldest to youngest. Each unit, U, is assigned a cumulative number (1,2,3,…M), 
where M is the total number of units. Recurrence rate t at the time period of interest 
between ith and (i+1)th units is calculated with the oldest and the youngest ages of 
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arbitrary number of n events around that time (Figure 4.2a), where n is an even number:  
)2/(1)2/(
1)2/()2/(
nini
nini
t TT
UU




   
… equation 4.2 
where Ti-(n/2)+1 and Ti+(n/2) are the oldest and youngest ages of n events and Ui-(n/2)+1 and 
Ui+(n/2) are their cumulative number of events. In this approach, n is a local window, 
corresponding to a number of events, within which the recurrence rate is considered to be 
constant. This method works well except for the beginning and end of the dataset, which 
is often the time period of greatest interest (e.g., for forecasting future events). At the 
beginning and end of the dataset, values are assigned to Ti-(n/2)+1 and Ti+(n/2) in different 
ways to calculate the recurrence rate (Figures 4.2b-4.2e). To calculate effusion rate, 
cumulative volume of units are used for Ui-(n/2)+1 and Ui+(n/2) instead of cumulative number 
of events. Unit thickness or some similar metric of eruption magnitude may also be used 
in his way. 
The entire procedure is then repeated many times (e.g., 10000 times) in order to 
fully sample the distributions of all inputs. Following this Monte Carlo simulation, the 
procedure outputs the mean, median recurrence rates and percentiles of the distribution as 
a function of time, illustrating confidence in recurrence rate estimates, given the data 
uncertainties discussed above. 
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4.3 Calculation with synthetic datasets 
We first tested our methodology with synthetic data, For the synthetic datasets, 30 
events are temporally uniformly distributed in two different time ranges (0.1 and 1 Ma) 
with two different dating errors (0.01 and 0.1 Ma) (Figures 4.3a-4.3f). Although our 
method may estimate reasonable recurrence rates for most situations (Figure 4.3a), it 
underestimates the recurrence rate when the entire time period is short and dating error is 
large (Figure 4.3b). In this case the sampled age distribution is offset to older ages 
because ages sampled from closely separated events overlap and sorting from oldest to 
youngest ages can lead to biases. This effect is less significant if dating error is small and 
sampled units are statistically distinct (Figure 4.3c). Another problem is spikes in 
recurrence rate between events (Figure 4.3d) due to more frequent sampling of ages of 
overlapping events. This problem can be avoided by taking larger n (Figure 4.3e). 
Uncertainty of recurrence rate depends on dating error and size of n. While Figure 4.3f 
has the same event distribution as Figure 4.3e, its larger dating error makes the 
uncertainty of recurrence rate larger. Larger n also reduces uncertainty of recurrence rate 
(Figures 4.3a and 4.3f). Figures 4.3g and 4.3h show the results of calculation with 
synthetic data including recurrence rate change. Similar with former examples, if dating 
error is large, uncertainty of recurrence rate is large and the recurrence rate change is 
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smoother and less well resolved (Figure 4.3g). Underestimation of recurrence rate also 
happens in the case of Figure 4.3g. The same recurrence rate change appears less 
uncertain with smaller dating error (Figure 4.3h).  
In addition, analysis of results using the synthetic data set suggests that the 
median recurrence may be a poorer estimator than mean recurrence rate, and uncertainty 
in recurrence rate represented by the percentiles is slightly offset to a lower value in many 
cases which have larger dating errors, short time periods, and small n (Figures 4.3a, 4.3b, 
4.3c and 4.3g). Therefore, we discuss range of larger uncertainty say 5-95th percentile in 
the following analysis. 
From the results of the synthetic data analysis, we conclude that our method can 
estimate the uncertainty of recurrence rate (5-95th percentile) of events from several 10s 
of events/Ma with dating error of about 0.1 Ma to several 100s events/Ma with dating 
error of about 0.01.  
 
4.4 Example analyses 
4.4.1 Yucca Mountain region 
To test our method in a volcanic field where many radiometric age determinations 
are reported, we calculated the recurrence rate of volcanic activity in the Yucca Mountain 
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region of Southern Nevada (Figure 1.1). Here, basaltic rocks of Pliocene and Quaternary 
age erupted briefly and sporadically, generally in volumetrically minor flows and cinder 
cones (Fleck et al., 1996). A total of 223 dates for 10 volcanoes are available in the Yucca 
Mountain region for Plio-Quaternary volcanoes, including K-Ar dates (Fleck et al., 1996), 
Ar-Ar dates (Turrin et al., 1991; Turrin et al., 1992; Perry et al., 1998a; Heizler et al., 
1999), U series isochron ages (Perry et al., 1998b), 3He surface exposure ages (Poths et 
al., 1994) and 36Cl surface exposure ages (Zreda et al., 1993) (Figures 4.4a-4.4c). Thus, 
some units have multiple reported radiometric age determinations. For example, 76 
radiometric age determinations are reported for Lathrop Well volcano. Furthermore, 
volcanoes making alignments, here the Quaternary Crater Flat alignment, may represent 
single volcanic events that produced more than one scoria cone. These were merged as 
contemporaneous events, leaving a total of six Plio-Quaternary events (Figures 
4.4d-4.4f). 
For the Yucca Mountain region, the estimated recurrence rate changes with the 
number of independent events (6 or 10) and the local window, n, used to estimate 
recurrence rate (equation 2). With a small local window, n= 2, a peak in recurrence rate 
occurs between 3 - 6 Ma, followed by a minimum in recurrence rate around 2 Ma. These 
flucuations are averaged and disappear with relatively larger local window (n=4 and 6, 
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Figures 4.4b and 4.4c). In addition, another higher peak in recurrence rate occurs since 
about 1 Ma. This peak is visible for all calculations using M=10, and for M=6 using a 
small local window, n=2 (Figures 4.4a-4.4d). For M=6 events and larger local windows, 
this peak in recurrence rate after 1 Ma is averaged out and disappears (n=4 and 6, Figures 
4.4e and 4.4f). These results suggest that the local window, n, and the number of 
independent events, M, influence recurrence rate estimates.  
Current recurrence rate of small-volume basaltic volcanism then can be estimated 
with uncertainty in the age determinations accounted for. Based on the results of the 
Monte Carlo simulation and using a local window of n=4, the current recurrence rate of 
the Yucca Mountain region is 3.2-6.4 events/Ma using M=10 independent events, and 
0.9-1.2 events/Ma using 6 independent events (Table 4.1). For smaller local windows 
there is more fluctuation and much greater uncertainty. A larger local window reduces the 
uncertainty and greatly smooths the change in recurrence rate with time. In the Yucca 
Mountain region, because there are relatively few events and all of these events are dated, 
uncertainties are relatively small. In this case merging units into a smaller number of 
independent events also reduced uncertainty.  
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4.4.2 Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group 
The Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group, Southwest Japan consists of 56 vents 
distributed over an area of 400 km2 (Figures 1.1 and 2.1; Oji, 1961; Koyaguchi, 1986; 
Kiyosugi et al., 2010). The volume of each unit is described by Kiyosugi et al. (2010). A 
current model of Abu volcanism suggests that two active periods of the Abu 
Monogenetic Volcano Group originated from two different mantle diapirs, with an 
intervening hiatus between approximately 0.5 and 1.5 Ma (Kakubuchi et al., 2000; 
Kiyosugi et al., 2010). A total of 59 K-Ar dates ranging from 0.007-3.5 Ma are reported 
for 31 events (Uto and Koyaguchi, 1987; Kakubuchi et al., 2000; Kimura et al., 2003). 
Because there are no clear stratigraphic relationships between volcanic units and no 
reported paleomagnetic data, stratigraphic and paleomagnetic conditioning were not 
applied. On the other hand, geologic insight is useful for this volcanic field because only 
two units have K-Ar dates older than 1 Ma and most activity resumed after 0.46 Ma 
(Kiyosugi et al., 2010). This results in two models of recurrence rate of volcanism. In the 
first model it is assumed that undated units may have erupted at any time since the 
eruption of the oldest dated unit in the Abu volcanic field. In some sampled data sets, this 
may be as old as 3.5 ± 1 Ma.  
Figure 4.5a shows the results of recurrence rate calculations making this 
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assumption with a local window of n=4. Sampled dates scatter widely and a c.a. 2 Ma 
peak appears (Figure 4.5a). However, the assumption that the ages of undated units 
correspond to this range may be incorrect. Because only 2 of the 31 radiometrically dated 
units have ages consistently older than 0.5 Ma. One additional unit has two radiometric 
age determinations older than 0.5 Ma, and two radiometric age determinations <0.5 Ma. 
Therefore, it may be reasonable to assume that all undated units in the Abu volcanic field 
are younger than 0.5 Ma. We also note that erosion of the undated units is more 
consistent with a younger age. Using a bounding value of 0.5 Ma on the 25 undated units 
causes sampled dates concentrate to the younger time period. Therefore the 2 Ma peak is 
easily averaged with a local window (n=4) and the recurrence rate appears to be constant 
since 0.5 - 2 Ma (Figure 4.5b) though, the peak is still visible with a small local window, 
n=2 (Figure 4.5c). 
Uncertainty (5-95th percentile) of the current recurrence rate of the Abu 
Monogenetic Volcano Group is 50.7-227.2 and 70.5-334.1 events/Ma with the 
assumption of undated units erupting randomly between the maximum age and 0.5 Ma, 
respectively (Table 4.1) and using a local window of n=4. Note that the difference in 
current recurrence rate is not strongly affected by the assumed age range of undated units. 
However, because there are more events and 25 events of total 56 events are not dated, 
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uncertainty is much larger than the case of the Yucca Mountain region.  
In addition to the recurrence rate calculation, lava flow effusion rate of the Abu 
Monogenetic Volcano Group was calculated using the same code by changing the 
category variable (Figures 4.5d-4.5f; Table 4.2). Comparison of effusion rate and number 
of events over time (Figures 4.5a-4.5c) shows a consistent result. That is, there is no 
systematic change in the volume of individual eruptions with time. The current effusion 
rate of lavas in the Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group is estimated to be 3.6-20.6 and 
3.4-29.9 km3/Ma, with 90% confidence, using the same assumptions made previously. 
The peak effusion rate is the current effusion rate in the Abu volcanic field. 
 
4.4.3 Izu-Tobu Volcano Group  
The Izu-Tobu Volcano Group is a monogenetic volcanic field located in the 
northern part of the Izu-Bonin arc (Figure 1.1). It is composed of terrestrial monogenetic 
volcanoes (the Higashi-Izu Monogenetic Volcano Group; Aramaki and Hamuro, 1977) 
and marine monogenetic volcanoes distributed between the terrestrial field and 
Izu-Oshima volcano (Hamuro et al., 1980).  
We compute the recurrence rate of the Izu-Tobu Volcano Group using 
stratigraphic relationships (Hayakawa and Koyama, 1992; Koyama et al., 1995), 1 
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historic event age, 20 radiocarbon dates for 6 events (Kigoshi and Endo 1963; Hamuro 
1977; Kuroda 1986; Ozaki et al., 1992; Koyama et al., 1995; Okuno et al., 1999; Shimada 
2000; Saito et al., 2003), 18 K-Ar dates for 9 events (Hasebe et al., 2001; Ozawa et al., 
2004) and 9 radiocarbon dates reported for the interbedded Aira-Tanzawa (AT) tephra 
(Matsumoto et al., 1987; Murayama et al., 1993). Although stratigraphic relationships are 
reported for 16 of 77 undated events (Hayakawa and Koyama, 1992; Koyama et al., 
1995), another 61 events, including 51 submarine volcanoes, have no age information. 
Therefore this example using a combination of radiocarbon age data, other radiometric 
data and stratigraphy. 
Figure 4.6 shows the results of the recurrence rate calculation using local window 
n=2-6. It is assumed that the undated samples erupted at any time between the sampled 
age of the oldest unit and the 1989 Teishi Knoll submarine eruption. Activity started 
about 0.5 Ma (age of the oldest dated sample considering dating error). Between about 
0.3 to 0.05 Ma, the recurrence rate was constant, and appears to have increased 
dramatically since approximately 0.05 Ma.  
The uncertainty of the current recurrence rate estimate for the Izu-Tobu Volcano 
Group is 747.1-1164.7 events/Ma (Table 4.1), using a local window of n=4. This is quite 
large compared to the uncertainty of the Yucca Mountain region and the Abu 
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Monogenetic Volcano Group because there are more events, and 77 events are not dated. 
In addition, 51 events are submarine, with no age information. 
 
4.5 Discussion 
4.5.1 Uncertainty of recurrence rate  
The uncertainty of our recurrence rate estimates for volcanic fields ranges from a 
few to several hundred events/Ma (Table 4.1). This range depends on the total number of 
events, number of dated events, dating method, existence of geological information 
(stratigraphic and paleomagnetic data), existence of geologic insight, time range of events 
and size of the local window n. Both accurate dating of events and geological constraints 
are important for accurate recurrence rate estimates. The different results (Figures 
4.4a-4.4c and 4.4d-4.4f) with the different dataset (10 and 6 events) of the Yucca 
Mountain region suggest the importance of geological study to merge contemporaneous 
events and reduce number of events to make uncertainty small. In addition, examination 
and selection of radiometric ages may also be important if there are multiple ages are 
reported to the same unit. When many events occur in a short time period, we are more 
likely to underestimate the recurrence rate (e.g., Figures 4.3b and 4.3g). For example, the 
large total number of events (93 events) in a shorter time period (0.5 Ma) for the 
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Izu-Tobu Volcano Group suggests that the recurrence rate may be underestimated. 
Therefore, mean and median recurrence rate of the calculation may be less reliable. The 
size of local window n must considered in estimation of the uncertainty of recurrence rate, 
as well as other conditions discussed above. 
 
4.5.2 Variation of recurrence rate on volcanic fields  
These results suggest that the recurrence rate for individual monogenetic volcanic 
fields can change by more than one order of magnitude on time scales of several hundred 
thousand to several million years. This suggests that magma generation rate beneath 
volcanic fields may change over these time scales. 
Recurrence rate of volcanism also varies substantially between volcanic fields 
(Table 4.1). The recurrence rate of activity within the Izu-Tobu volcano group is 2-3 
orders of magnitude greater than the rate of volcanism in the Yucca Mountain region. 
Different factors may account for this variation in recurrence rate between volcanic fields. 
Takada (1994) suggested two mechanisms of monogenetic volcanic field formation. The 
first mechanism involves a low rate of magma generation. Under this condition, each 
dike must find a new path to the surface because former paths are already solidified. The 
Yucca Mountain region may be an example of this mechanism. A second mechanism is 
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the existence of large regional differential stress in the cross-sectional plane of potential 
dikes (3 is horizontal and 1 is vertical). Under this environment, coalescence of dikes is 
prevented and dikes must make their own path to the surface. The comparatively very 
large recurrence rate of the Izu-Tobu volcano group may be an example of this case. 
Although this region is located near the triple junction of the Philippine Sea, Eurasian, 
and North American plates, and the volcanic field is located on the collision zone 
between the Izu-Bonin arc and the North American plate, Koyama and Umino (1991) 
concluded that the upper crust of the tectonic block, where the Izu-Tobu volcano group 
formed, experiences a lateral constraint on northeastward extension caused by fractures 
and block rotations. In addition, there are adjacent stratovolcanoes such as Izu-Oshima 
volcano and Hakone volcano around this volcanic field. Thus, while the Izu-Tobu 
Volcano Group has a recurrence rate similar to stratovolcanoes, tectonic constraints 
promote formation of a monogenetic volcanic field. 
 
4.5.3 Advantages and disadvantages of the method 
There are several advantages to our method. First, our code works for any 
volcanic field by preparing input files which describe dating results and geological 
information without assuming any specific recurrence rate model or numerical technique. 
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Second, the code calculates the uncertainty of recurrence rate estimate based on dating 
error and stratigraphic information (Table 4.1). We lack complete age data, and existing 
dates often have high uncertainties (except historical events). Therefore, showing the 
plausible range of recurrence rates, represented by the 5th to 95th percentile, is a more 
realistic and conservative approach. Third, our code accepts a large range of age 
determinations, K-Ar, radiocarbon and even geological insight, such as inferred upper 
bound on age. While geological insight is subjective it may be the only age information 
available, and can provide important constraints (Figures 4.5a-4.5c). Finally, our code is 
applicable to other quasi-periodic processes such as accumulation/deposition rate (e.g., 
m/Ma) and magma effusion rate (km3/Ma; Figures 4.5d-4.5f).  
A disadvantage of our method is its relatively long calculation time. This depends 
on the number of units as well as stratigraphic and paleomagnetic information which 
works as condition to discard outliers in age estimates. More conditions make age 
sampling narrower. For example, in the case of the Abu Monogenetic Volcano Group, it 
took about 1.5 hours for 10000 calculations with typical desk-top computer. In the case of 
the Izu-Tobu Volcano Group, it took about 50 hours for 1000 calculations with the same 
computer because more events are distributed in a shorter time period with well-studied 
stratigraphic relationships. This is critical for extreme cases. For example, the method 
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could not sample ages from the Springerville volcanic field, Arizona, where 450 units are 
distributed in time range of 0.308 - 8.97 Ma with well-studied stratigraphic relationships 
and paleomagnetic information (Condit, 2010). A more efficient algorithm should be 
developed as a next step. 
 
4.6 Conclusion 
Recurrence rate estimates that include uncertainties are more useful than 
recurrence rate estimates alone. This is especially important in the case of limited data 
and uncertainties in age determination. Geologic data (stratigraphic and paleomagnetic 
information) and geologic insight can also complement a limited data set. Magma 
formation rate beneath volcanic fields changes on time scale of several hundred thousand 
to several million years and can cause changes in the recurrence rate of volcanic fields by 
more than one order of magnitude. Our example calculations show these effects for 
monogenetic volcano formation.  
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Figure 4.3 (Continued) 
distributed 30 events in 1.0 Ma. Dating error=0.01 Ma, n=4. (f) Synthetic data composed 
of uniformly distributed 30 events in 1.0 Ma. Dating error=0.1 Ma, n=4. (g) Synthetic 
data composed of uniformly distributed two sets of 15 events in the first 0.05 Ma and the 
following 0.5 Ma. Dating error=0.1 Ma, n=4. (h) Synthetic data composed of uniformly 
distributed two sets of 15 events in the first 0.05 Ma and the following 0.5 Ma. Dating 
error=0.01 Ma, n=4.  
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APPENDIX A 
THE CONDUITS IN THE SAN RAFAEL REGION 
Table A1. The conduits in the San Rafael region. Length (L) and width (W) are read from 
satellite images. 
Name Area Latitude Longitude L(m) S(m)
1 TT Hebes Mt. 38.66391 -111.10131 43.6 26.6
2 Dead Horse Hebes Mt. 38.67029 -111.12274 29.4 11.7
3 Deadman Peak Hebes Mt. 38.69658 -111.15094 60.2 36.5
4 Northeast Hebes Mt. Hebes Mt. 38.69416 -111.10569 19.6 13.5
5 Funnel Hebes Mt. 38.68567 -111.10349 23.6 22.4
6 Pipe Hebes Mt. 38.68673 -111.10338 33.3 27.6
7 Extension Hebes Mt. 38.68523 -111.10246 10.3 8.5 
8 Small Hebes Mt. 38.68205 -111.10093 17.6 12.9
9 East Hebes Mt. Hebes Mt. 38.68132 -111.10056 48.5 16.9
10 dike? Hebes Mt. 38.68018 -111.09646 23.5 18.3
11 Scaned 1-1 Ceder Mt. 38.62126 -111.11803 69.8 47.6
12 Scaned 1-2 Ceder Mt. 38.62193 -111.11771 51.3 18.5
13 Scaned 2 Ceder Mt. 38.62719 -111.11124 27.4 26 
14 One face Ceder Mt. 38.64517 -111.13798 31.2 23.9
15 North Ceder Mt. Ceder Mt. 38.65144 -111.13439 47.9 22.2
16 North East-Ceder Mt. Ceder Mt. 38.62875 -111.09495 33.1 17.5
17 Ceder Mt. Fingers Ceder Mt. 38.62692 -111.09522 10.9 9 
18 Ceder Mt. Fingers Ceder Mt. 38.62640 -111.09533 36.8 25.6
19 Ceder Mt. Fingers Ceder Mt. 38.62609 -111.09519 29.3 27.6
20 Ceder Mt. Fingers Ceder Mt. 38.62528 -111.09497 30.4 25.2
21 Ceder Mt. Fingers Ceder Mt. 38.62487 -111.09485 22.6 20.9
22 East East-Ceder Mt. Ceder Mt. 38.62442 -111.08397 48.3 22 
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23 South East-Ceder Mt. Ceder Mt. 38.60847 -111.08515 ? ? 
24 Carmel Ceder Mt. 38.60307 -111.08625 20.7 16.6
25 Missing Ceder Mt. 38.58935 -111.13364 34.5 18.5
26 South Carlyle Wash-1 Ceder Mt. 38.56780 -111.12675 24.1 13.3
27 South Carlyle Wash-2 Ceder Mt. 38.56675 -111.12676 23.1 11.8
28 North Carlyle Wash Ceder Mt. 38.57888 -111.12834 46.8 16.8
29 Couldn't Ceder Mt. 38.56262 -111.14649 28.8 9 
30 
South Ceder Mt. 
Basalt-1 
Ceder Mt. 38.59894 -111.12805 47 10.5
31 
South Ceder Mt. 
Basalt-2 
Ceder Mt. 38.59772 -111.12857 45.7 14.4
32 Onion  Little Black Mt. 38.55211 -111.20538 10.4 8.8 
33 Big Red Flat Little Black Mt. 38.53249 -111.23280 43 12.6
34 Little Red Flat Little Black Mt. 38.52587 -111.22436 16.9 15.6
35 SE Little Black Mt. Little Black Mt. 38.50189 -111.19273 18 9 
36 Two Mitten Little Black Mt. 38.50417 -111.21868 44.5 16.6
37 GPR point Little Black Mt. 38.50443 -111.23889 14.2 9.9 
38 
Northwest Little 
Black Mt. 
Little Black Mt. 38.52616 -111.24942 18.7 8.3 
39 East Cathedral Valley 
Cathedral 
Valley 
38.52065 -111.30334 139.4 13 
40 
North Cathedral 
Valley 
Cathedral 
Valley 
38.52620 -111.33581 23.7 15.4
41 Big Cathedral Valley 
Cathedral 
Valley 
38.51795 -111.31796 126.2 
114.
1 
42 
Little Cathedral 
Valley 
Cathedral 
Valley 
38.52238 -111.31989 26.7 8.4 
43 
Upper Cathedral 
Valley 
Cathedral 
Valley 
38.52137 -111.33429 53.5 19.9
44 Garlic  
Cathedral 
Valley 
38.52047 -111.33504 35 24.1
45 Horse Heaven Other 38.56286 -111.01632 36.8 33.9
46 Gypsum Springs Other 38.51014 -111.27842 89 69.3
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47 North Black Mt. Other 38.47411 -111.09007 81.9 23.6
48 East Corral Canyon Other 38.50386 -111.08769 17.6 17.2
49 West Corral Canyon Other 38.50341 -111.12628 48.2 30.3
50 
Small West Corral 
Canyon 
Other 38.50977 -111.12737 14.9 10.9
51 PTT Other 38.54714 -111.31633 27.9 11.1
52 Twin Peaks Other 38.67578 -111.19747 151.3 45.7
53 East Hebes Canyon Other 38.65772 -111.08733 65.5 14.5
54 Last Chance Other 38.64747 -111.32495 54.7 15.7
55 South End Other 38.34677 -111.20424 222.4 85.1
56 North Polk Creek Other 38.47090 -111.35290 ? ? 
57 West Polk Creek-1 Other 38.46593 -111.35969 81.1 57.4
58 West Polk Creek-2 Other 38.46360 -111.36027 43.6 29.5
59 East Polk Creek-1 Other 38.44531 -111.31007 29.8 16.7
60 East Polk Creek-2 Other 38.44757 -111.31014 10 8.1 
61 South Polk Creek Other 38.43875 -111.30939 86.2 39.8
62 Frying Pan Other 38.53337 -111.09415 21.4 16.5
63 Sand Cove Other 38.71081 -111.19544 52.1 29.1
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APPENDIX B 
PERL CODE FOR THE RECURRENCE RATE CALCULATION 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
# this is a comment 
 
#| This is the modified version of "R2v3". 
#| Treatment of |---| age is changed. 
#| perl /media/Data/R2/R2v4.pl 10Ma 100run units.txt dates.txt 
 
 
use Math::Cephes qw(atan $PI); 
use Math::Cephes qw(:explog); 
use File::Path; 
 
 
$second_strt = time(); 
 
 
$mv_start=2; # for ($mv = $mv_start; $mv < $mv_stop + 1; $mv=$mv+2) 
$mv_stop=7; 
 
 
#$r = 100; # Run 
#$start= 10.0; # Ma  
$end = 0;  # Ma 
$int = 0.01; # Ma 
 
#$unit = "units.txt"; # Unit infomation 
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#$dating = "dates.txt"; # All related dates 
#$unit = $ARGV[0]; 
#$dating = $ARGV[1]; 
 
$input1 = $ARGV[0]; 
$input1 =~ tr/-0-9/ /cs; 
$input1 =~ s/¥s*$//; 
 
$input2 = $ARGV[1]; 
$input2 =~ tr/-0-9/ /cs; 
$input2 =~ s/¥s*$//; 
  
$start= $input1; 
$r = $input2;  
$unit = $ARGV[2]; 
$dating = $ARGV[3]; 
 
 
 
$threshold_sigma1_up = sprintf("%.0f", ($r*(1-0.50)/2));  # 75 percentile 
$threshold_sigma1_lw = $r - sprintf("%.0f", ($r*(1-0.50)/2))-1; # 25 percentile 
$threshold_sigma2_up = sprintf("%.0f", ($r*(1-0.90)/2));  # 95 percentile  
$threshold_sigma2_lw = $r - sprintf("%.0f", ($r*(1-0.90)/2))-1; # 5 percentile 
$threshold_sigma3_up = sprintf("%.0f", ($r*(1-0.98)/2));  # 99 percentile 
$threshold_sigma3_lw = $r - sprintf("%.0f", ($r*(1-0.98)/2))-1; # 1 percentile 
 
 
######## Inport "calendar age vs. radiocarbon age" data ########## 
open (data, "/media/Data/R2/intcal09_data.txt") || die("can't open intcal09_data.txt: $!"); 
$nc=0; 
while(<data>){ 
 chop;($cld[$nc], $cbn[$nc], $c_err[$nc]) = split(/¥s+/,$_); 
 $nc++; 
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} 
close (data); 
#####################  Paleo Mag Polarity  ######################## 
$count = 0; 
open (Pmag_table, "/media/Data/R2/Nom_MD1979Felex2004.txt") || die("can't open 
Nom_MD1979Felex2004.txt: $!"); 
while (<Pmag_table>){ 
 @rec = split; 
 push @rec2, [ @rec ]; 
 $count = $count +1; #How many lines are there? 
} 
close Pmag_table; 
####################################################################### 
 
 
 
 
######################  Opening input file  ######################### 
open (unit, $unit) || die("can't open: $!"); 
  @unit1 = <unit>; 
close (unit); 
 
 
##############  Checking stratigraphy of input file  ############### 
$length = scalar @unit1; 
$roop_end = $length / 7; 
print "lines = $length, units = $roop_end¥n"; 
 
@unit2 = @unit1; 
foreach (@unit2) { 
  $_ =~ tr/-0-9/ /cs; # Delete characters 
  $_ =~ s/^¥s*//; # Delete space at the biginnign of the line 
} 
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$test = &check(@unit2); 
print "error = $test¥n"; 
 
  if ($test > 0){ 
  die ("Check stratigraphy again.¥n"); 
  } 
 
 
################  Sorting units of input file  #################### 
&old2young(¥@unit2, ¥@unit1); # -->> will create "unit_sorted1.txt". 
 
 
############  Creating input file for calculation  ################ 
open (unit3, "unit_sorted1.txt") || die("can't open: $!"); 
  @unit3= <unit3>; 
close (unit3); 
 
foreach (@unit3) { 
  $_ =~ tr/-0-9./ /cs; # Delete calatctors except "-", numbers and "." 
  $_ =~ s/^¥s*//; # Delete space at the biginnign of the line 
} 
 
open (unit4, ">unit_sorted2.txt"); 
foreach (@unit3){ 
print unit4 "$_¥n"; 
} 
close unit4; 
####################################################################### 
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open (all_age_model, ">all_age_model.txt"); 
 
 
######################################################################## 
# Start of Roop for dataset 
######################################################################## 
#$real_first = 1; 
for ($run=0; $run < $r; $run++){ 
 
  $stop = 1; 
  while ($stop > 0){ 
  $stop = 0; 
 
################# Inport dating data and re-sample new dates ################# 
 open (dates, $dating) || die("can't find dating file: $!"); 
 @dates = <dates>; 
 close (dates); 
 
$dn = 0; 
foreach (@dates) { 
  
  @dates2 = $dates[$dn]; 
  foreach (@dates2) {   
  (@dates3) = split " "; 
  } 
 
  if ($dates3[1] eq "bxm"){ 
 
 $date[$dn] = &box_muller($dates3[2], $dates3[3]); # mean, err (Ma) 
 
  }elsif ($dates3[1] eq "c"){ 
 
 #/ If there is no "C14" directory, create it. 
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  if (!-d "./c14"){ 
   mkdir "./c14"; 
 } 
 #/ If there is no distribution files, create them. 
  if (!-f "./c14/probability_nmld[$dates3[2]][$dates3[3]].txt"){ 
   &C14_calibration($dates3[2], $dates3[3]); 
 } 
 
 # parameter = (mean, err). 
 # Return_Value is modified into "Ma" unit based on A.D.2000 rather than 
A.D.1950. 
 $date[$dn] = (50 + &Sampling_C14($dates3[2], $dates3[3]))/1000000;  
 
  }elsif ($dates3[1] eq "hist"){ 
 
 # Years before A.D.2000 with "Ma" unit. 
 $date[$dn] = (2000 - $dates3[2])/1000000; 
 
  }elsif ($dates3[1] eq "uni"){ #  |---| 
 
 
 $date[$dn] = -100000 + $dn; 
 $uni1[$dn] = $dates3[2]; 
 $uni2[$dn] = $dates3[3]; 
 
 
  }elsif ($dates3[1] eq "older"){ #  |---? 
 
 $date[$dn] = (-1 * $dates3[2]) - 1e9; 
 
  }elsif ($dates3[1] eq "ynger"){ #  ?---| 
 
 $date[$dn] = (-1 * $dates3[2]) - 2e9; 
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  }elsif ($dates3[1] eq "unkwn"){ #  ?---? 
 
 $date[$dn] = -1 * 3e9; 
 
  }else{ 
 
 print "No Method"; 
  } 
 
 
#/ out put /# 
#/ Because dating ID starts from 1 and $dn starts from 0, 
#/ $dn have to be added 1 for ID. 
#/ and date of $dn sifts to [$dn-1]. 
$dn = $dn + 1; 
print "$dn, $dates3[2], $dates3[3], $date[$dn-1]¥n"; 
}################# Inport dating data and re-sample new dates ################# 
 
 
###### Assign dates to Units 
 
open (unit, "unit_sorted2.txt") || die("can't open: $!"); 
  @unit = <unit>; 
close (unit); 
 
 
  for ($roop=1; $roop<=$roop_end; $roop++){ 
  $unit_date[$roop] = 0; 
  $unit_volume[$roop] = 100; 
  $volc_pmg[$roop] = 100; 
  } 
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  $youngest = 1e10; 
  $oldest = 0; 
 
for ($roop=0; $roop<$roop_end; $roop++){ 
 
 
 
  $u = 7 * $roop; 
 
  @is_there_age1 = (); 
  @is_there_age2 = (); 
  $is_there_age3 = 0; 
 
  @is_there_age1 = $unit[$u+3]; 
  foreach (@is_there_age1) {   
  @is_there_age2 = split " "; 
  } 
  $is_there_age3 = scalar @is_there_age2; 
 
 
 
  #/ if unit has POSITIVE age /# 
  if ($is_there_age3>0 && $date[$is_there_age2[0]-1]>0){ 
 
 
 
# ID number 
@IDnum1 = $unit[$u]; 
foreach (@IDnum1) {   
@IDnum2 = split " "; 
} 
$IDnum3 = @IDnum2[0]; 
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# amount 
@vlm1 = $unit[$u+1]; 
foreach (@vlm1) {   
@vlm2 = split " "; 
} 
$vlm3 = @vlm2[0]; 
$unit_volume[$IDnum3]=$vlm3; 
 
 
# polarity 
@pmg1 = $unit[$u+2]; 
foreach (@pmg1) {   
@pmg2 = split " "; 
} 
$pmg3 = @pmg2[0]; 
$volc_pmg[$IDnum3]=$pmg3; 
 
 
 
  $error = 0; 
  $unit_date[$IDnum3] = ""; 
  $unit_date_1 = ""; 
  $unit_date_2 = ""; 
  $over_year = 0; 
  $under_year = 0; 
 
#------------ Overlying ----------- 
 
  @unit_strat = $unit[$u+4]; 
  $over_year = &over_year(@unit_strat); 
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#------------ Unit itself ----------- 
 
  @unitdates = $unit[$u+3]; 
  $unit_date_1 = &itself(@unitdates); 
 
#------------ Underlying ----------- 
 
  @unit_strat = $unit[$u+5]; 
  $under_year = &under_year(@unit_strat); 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
if ($under_year > 0){ # There is underlying unit. 
 
  if ($over_year > $under_year){ 
    # Stratigraphically impossible 
    $error = 1;  
  }else{ 
    # Giving a date between overlying and underlying unit ages. 
    $unit_date_2 = $over_year + (rand($under_year-$over_year)); 
  } 
}#------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
#============================================================== 
  if ($unit_date_1 > 0){ 
 if ($unit_date_2 > 0){ 
 
    # both "itself" and "overlying underlying units" 
    if ($unit_date_1 >= $over_year && $unit_date_1 <= $under_year){ 
    $unit_date[$IDnum3] = $unit_date_1; 
    }else{  
    # Stratigraphically impossible 
    $error = 2;  
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    } 
 
  }else{ 
    # only itself 
    $unit_date[$IDnum3] = $unit_date_1; 
  } 
 
  }elsif ($unit_date_2 > 0){ 
   # overlying and underlying units 
   $unit_date[$IDnum3] = $unit_date_2; 
  }else{ 
 # There are no dates for this unit. 
 $error = 3;  
  } 
#============================================================== 
 
 
  $pOK=1; 
#==========  Checking Paleo Mag Polarity  ======== # $pOK=1 --> $pOK=0 
 if ($volc_pmg[$IDnum3] == 0){ ### No polarity info for the unit. Go switch is 
on. 
  $pOK=0; 
 
 }else { 
 
  $low = 0; $mid = 0; $hig = 0; 
  for ($pm=0; $pm<$count; $pm=$pm+1) { 
   $low = $rec2[$pm][0]; ### Biginnign of a normal polarity 
era 
   $mid = $rec2[$pm][1]; ### End of the normal polarity era 
   $hig = $rec2[$pm+1][0]; ### Biginning of the next normal 
polarity era 
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     if ($volc_pmg[$IDnum3] == 1){ 
    if ( $low < $unit_date[$IDnum3] and 
$unit_date[$IDnum3] < $mid ){ 
    $pOK=0; 
     #}else { 
    } 
 
     }elsif ($volc_pmg[$IDnum3] == -1){ 
    if ( $mid < $unit_date[$IDnum3] and 
$unit_date[$IDnum3] < $hig ){ 
    $pOK=0; 
    } 
     } 
  } 
 } 
#==========  Checking Paleo Mag Polarity  ========== # $pOK=1 --> $pOK=0 
  if ($pOK > 0){ 
  $error = 4; 
  } 
 
$stop = $stop + $error; 
 
 
if ($unit_date[$IDnum3] < $youngest){ 
 $youngest = $unit_date[$IDnum3]; 
}elsif ($unit_date[$IDnum3] > $oldest){ 
 $oldest = $unit_date[$IDnum3]; 
} 
 
print "********* r$roop, U$IDnum3, A$unit_volume[$IDnum3], 
P$volc_pmg[$IDnum3], d=$unit_date[$IDnum3], error No.$error¥n";  
#$real_first=1; 
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  } # if there is age 
} # for ($roop=0; $roop<$roop_end; $roop++) 
 
 
for ($roop=0; $roop<$roop_end; $roop++){ 
 
 
 
  $u = 7 * $roop; 
 
  @is_there_age1 = (); 
  @is_there_age2 = (); 
  $is_there_age3 = 0; 
 
  @is_there_age1 = $unit[$u+3]; 
  foreach (@is_there_age1) {   
  @is_there_age2 = split " "; 
  } 
  $is_there_age3 = scalar @is_there_age2; 
 
 
  #/ if unit has no age info /# 
  #/ OR age is negative      /# 
  if ($is_there_age3==0 || $date[$is_there_age2[0]-1]<=0){ 
 
 
 
# ID number 
@IDnum1 = $unit[$u]; 
foreach (@IDnum1) {   
@IDnum2 = split " "; 
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} 
$IDnum3 = @IDnum2[0]; 
 
# amount 
@vlm1 = $unit[$u+1]; 
foreach (@vlm1) {   
@vlm2 = split " "; 
} 
$vlm3 = @vlm2[0]; 
$unit_volume[$IDnum3]=$vlm3; 
 
# polarity 
@pmg1 = $unit[$u+2]; 
foreach (@pmg1) {   
@pmg2 = split " "; 
} 
$pmg3 = @pmg2[0]; 
$volc_pmg[$IDnum3]=$pmg3; 
 
 
 
  $error = 0; 
  $unit_date[$IDnum3] = ""; 
  $unit_date_1 = ""; 
  $unit_date_2 = ""; 
  $over_year = 0; 
  $under_year = 0; 
 
#------------ Overlying ----------- 
 
  @unit_strat = $unit[$u+4]; 
  $over_year = &over_year(@unit_strat); 
  if ($over_year==0){ 
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    $over_year = $youngest; 
  } 
 
#------------ Unit itself ----------- 
 
  @unitdates = $unit[$u+3]; 
  $unit_date_1 = &itself(@unitdates); 
 
  if ($unit_date_1 < -1e9 && $unit_date_1 > -2e9){ #  |---? 
 
 $Yend = (-1 * $unit_date_1) - 1e9; 
 $unit_date_1 = $Yend + rand($oldest-$Yend); 
 
  }elsif ($unit_date_1 < -2e9 && $unit_date_1 > -3e9){ #  ?---| 
 
 $Oend = (-1 * $unit_date_1) - 2e9; 
 $unit_date_1 = $youngest + rand($Oend-$youngest); 
 
  }elsif ($unit_date_1 == -3e9){ #  ?---? 
 
 $unit_date_1 = $youngest + rand($oldest-$youngest); 
  
  }elsif ($unit_date_1 < 0 && $unit_date_1 > -1e9){ #  |---| 
 
     $younger = $uni1[100000 +$unit_date_1]; 
 if ($younger > $uni2[100000 +$unit_date_1]){ 
     $younger = $uni2[100000 +$unit_date_1]; 
 } 
 
 
 $unit_date_1 = $younger + ( rand ( abs($uni1[100000 + 
$unit_date_1]-$uni2[100000 + $unit_date_1]) ) ); 
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  } 
 
 
#------------ Underlying ----------- 
 
  @unit_strat = $unit[$u+5]; 
  $under_year = &under_year(@unit_strat); 
  if ($under_year==0){ 
    $under_year = $oldest; 
  } 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  if ($over_year > $under_year){ 
    # Stratigraphically impossible 
    $error = 1;  
  }else{ 
    # Giving a date between overlying and underlying unit ages. 
    $unit_date_2 = $over_year + (rand($under_year-$over_year)); 
  } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
print "$unit_date_1"; 
#============================================================== 
  if ($unit_date_1 > 0){ 
 if ($unit_date_2 > 0){ 
 
  if($over_year == $youngest && $under_year == $oldest){ 
  # There are no underlying and overlying units. 
     $unit_date[$IDnum3] = $unit_date_1; 
 
  }elsif($over_year == $youngest && $under_year != $oldest){ 
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  # There are underlying units. 
   if ($unit_date_1 <= $under_year){ 
     $unit_date[$IDnum3] = $unit_date_1; 
   }else{ # Stratigraphically impossible 
     $error = 2.1; 
   } 
 
  }elsif($over_year != $youngest && $under_year == $oldest){ 
  # There are overlying units. 
   if ($unit_date_1 >= $over_year){ 
     $unit_date[$IDnum3] = $unit_date_1; 
   }else{ # Stratigraphically impossible 
     $error = 2.2; 
   } 
 
  }elsif($over_year != $youngest && $under_year != $oldest){ 
  # There are overlying and underlying units. 
 
     # both "itself" and "overlying underlying units" 
     if ($unit_date_1 >= $over_year && $unit_date_1 <= 
$under_year){ 
     $unit_date[$IDnum3] = $unit_date_1; 
     }else{ # Stratigraphically impossible 
     $error = 2.3;  
     } 
  } 
  } 
 
  }elsif ($unit_date_2 > 0){ 
   # overlying and underlying units 
   $unit_date[$IDnum3] = $unit_date_2; 
  }else{ 
 # There are no dates for this unit. 
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 $error = 3;  
  } 
#============================================================== 
 
 
  $pOK=1; 
#=========  Checking Paleo Mag Polarity  ========== # $pOK=1 --> $pOK=0 
 if ($volc_pmg[$IDnum3] == 0){ ### No polarity info for the unit. Go switch is 
on. 
  $pOK=0; 
 
 }else { 
 
  $low = 0; $mid = 0; $hig = 0; 
  for ($pm=0; $pm<$count; $pm=$pm+1) { 
   $low = $rec2[$pm][0]; ### Biginnign of a normal polarity 
era 
   $mid = $rec2[$pm][1]; ### End of the normal polarity era 
   $hig = $rec2[$pm+1][0]; ### Biginning of the next normal 
polarity era 
 
     if ($volc_pmg[$IDnum3] == 1){ 
    if ( $low < $unit_date[$IDnum3] and 
$unit_date[$IDnum3] < $mid ){ 
    $pOK=0; 
     #}else { 
    } 
 
     }elsif ($volc_pmg[$IDnum3] == -1){ 
    if ( $mid < $unit_date[$IDnum3] and 
$unit_date[$IDnum3] < $hig ){ 
    $pOK=0; 
    } 
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     } 
  } 
 } 
#===========  Checking Paleo Mag Polarity  ======== # $pOK=1 --> $pOK=0 
  if ($pOK > 0){ 
  $error = 4; 
  } 
 
$stop = $stop + $error; 
 
 
print "********* r$roop, U$IDnum3, A$unit_volume[$IDnum3], 
P$volc_pmg[$IDnum3], d=$unit_date[$IDnum3], error No.$error¥n";  
#$real_first=1; 
 
 
 
 
  } # if there is age 
} # for ($roop=0; $roop<$roop_end; $roop++) 
 
 
 
 
 
  } # while ($stop > 0) 
 
   $units = 0; 
   for ($roop2=1; $roop2<=$roop_end; $roop2++){ 
 
 
     if ($unit_volume[$roop2] > 0) {  
     print (all_age_model "$unit_date[$roop2] $unit_volume[$roop2] Appendix 
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$roop2¥n"); 
     $units++; 
     } 
   } 
 
} # for ($run=0; $run < 1; $run++) 
close (all_age_model); 
######################################################################## 
# End of Roop for dataset 
######################################################################## 
 
 
 
 
########################################### 
# start of Roop for calcu (many runs) 
########################################### 
 
print "unit:$units¥n"; 
 
open (all_age_model, "all_age_model.txt"); 
  @all_age_model= <all_age_model>; 
close (all_age_model); 
 
#$mv=2;  
for ($mv = $mv_start; $mv < $mv_stop + 1; $mv = $mv + 2){ 
 
  open (model_survival, ">model_survival.txt"); 
  @all_slope=(); 
 
  $e=0; 
  for  ($run=0; $run<$r; $run=$run+1) {  
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######## Cutting out data for culclation from all resamplings and sorting ######### 
@model_date=(); 
  for ($cnt1=0; $cnt1<$units; $cnt1=$cnt1+1){ 
    push (@model_date, $all_age_model[$e]); 
    $e=$e+1; 
  } 
@sorted_date = sort { (split(/¥s+/,$b))[0] <=> (split(/¥s+/,$a))[0] } @model_date;  
######## Cutting out data for culclation from all resamplings and sorting ######### 
 
 
############ All re-sampled points ############### 
$ns=0; 
$sum_volume=0;  
#$x_sum=0; $y_sum=0; 
 
foreach (@sorted_date) { 
  @sorted_date2 = $sorted_date[$ns]; 
  foreach (@sorted_date2) {   
    (@sorted_date3) = split " "; 
 
    #$v[$ns] = $sorted_date3[1]; 
    $sum_volume += $sorted_date3[1]; 
    $v[$ns] = $sum_volume; 
    $d[$ns] = $sorted_date3[0]; 
 
#    $x_sum = $x_sum + $sorted_date3[0]; 
#    $y_sum = $y_sum + $sorted_date3[1]; 
 
    print (model_survival"$d[$ns] $sum_volume¥n"); 
  } 
$ns++; 
}############ All re-sampled points ############### 
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#print "$x_sum, $y_sum, $ns¥n"; 
#$x_mean=0; $y_mean=0; 
#$x_mean = $x_sum/$ns; $y_mean = $y_sum/$ns; 
#print "n:$ns¥n"; 
#print "x_mean:$x_mean¥n"; print "y_mean:$y_mean¥n"; 
######################################################################## 
#print "run = $run¥n"; 
 
 
 
$runrun++; 
if ($runrun==10){ 
$run_run_run = $run + 1; 
print "run = $run_run_run¥n"; 
$runrun = 0; 
} 
 
 
 
#open (test, ">test.txt"); 
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
for  ($Yr=$start; $Yr>$end; $Yr=$Yr-$int) {  # calc. slope (rec. rate) of each yera 
($Yr)  
 for  ($k=0; $k<=$units-1; $k=$k+1) { # roop to find calendar ages older 
and younger than $Yr. Where $n=number_of_volcano+1. 
 
  # Interested $Yr is older than the oldest event 
  if ($Yr>$d[0]){ 
 
   $r1 = ($v[$mv-2]      )/($Yr  -$d[$mv-2]); 
   $r2 = ($v[$mv-1]-$v[0])/($d[0]-$d[$mv-1]); 
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   #print test "$Yr $v[$mv-1]¥n"; 
 
   if ($r1 > $r2){ 
    $r0=$r2; 
   }else{ 
    $r0=$r1; 
   } 
 
  # Interested $Yr is included in the age of the $mv oldest events 
  }elsif ($Yr>$d[($mv/2)-1]){ 
 
   $r0 = ($v[$mv-1]-$v[0])/($d[0]-$d[$mv-1]); 
   #print test "$Yr $v[$mv-1] $v[0]¥n"; 
 
  # Interested $Yr is younger than the youngest event 
  }elsif ($Yr<$d[$units-1]){ 
 
   $r1 = ($v[$units-1]-$v[$units-$mv])/($d[$units-$mv+1] - 
$Yr         ); 
   $r2 = ($v[$units-1]-$v[$units-$mv])/($d[$units-$mv]   - 
$d[$units-1]); 
 
   #print test "$Yr $v[$units-1] $v[$units-$mv-1]¥n"; 
 
   if ($r1 > $r2){ 
    $r0=$r2; 
   }else{ 
    $r0=$r1; 
   } 
 
  # Interested $Yr is included in the age of the $mv youngest events  
  }elsif ($Yr<$d[$units-($mv/2)]){ 
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   $r0 = ($v[$units-1]-$v[$units-$mv])/($d[$units-$mv] - 
$d[$units-1]); 
   #print test "$Yr $v[$units-1] $v[$units-$mv]¥n"; 
 
  # Taking $mv events around the interested $Yr 
  }elsif ($Yr<=$d[$k]){ 
   if ($Yr>$d[$k+1]){ 
 
   $r0 = ( $v[$k+($mv/2)] - 
$v[$k-(($mv/2)-1)] )/( $d[$k-(($mv/2)-1)] - $d[$k+($mv/2)] ); 
   #print test "$Yr $v[$k+($mv/2)] $v[$k-(($mv/2)-1)]¥n"; 
 
   } 
  } 
 
 $slope = log10( abs($r0) ); 
 } 
 
@slope_result = split /^/, <<"EOF"; 
$Yr $slope 
EOF 
push (@all_slope, @slope_result); 
}#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
#close test; 
 
 
 
} 
######################################### 
# End of Roop for calcu (many runs) 
######################################### 
close (model_survival);# 
print "wait...¥n"; 
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############################################## Files to Plot  
if (!-d "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]"){ 
  mkdir ("./mv[$mv]_run[$r]", 0755) || die ("Cannot meke directory.¥n"); 
} 
# Delete following files before new calculation # 
unlink "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/mid.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt";      
unlink "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/mean.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt"; 
unlink "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm1_up.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt";  
unlink "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm1_lw.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt"; 
unlink "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm2_up.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt"; 
unlink "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm2_lw.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt"; 
unlink "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm3_up.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt";  
unlink "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm3_lw.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt"; 
 
open mid, ">> ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/mid.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt";          
open mean, ">> ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/mean.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt"; 
open sgm1_up, ">> ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm1_up.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt";  
open sgm1_lw, ">> ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm1_lw.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt"; 
open sgm2_up, ">> ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm2_up.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt";  
open sgm2_lw, ">> ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm2_lw.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt"; 
open sgm3_up, ">> ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm3_up.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt";  
open sgm3_lw, ">> ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm3_lw.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt"; 
 
# Sort @all_slope based on year. 
@all_slope = sort { (split(/¥s+/,$b))[0] <=> (split(/¥s+/,$a))[0] } @all_slope;  
 
$line=0; 
for ($Yr=$start; $Yr>$end; $Yr=$Yr-$int) { 
 
 # Cutting out slope data of the year. 
 @slope_year=(); 
 for ($RR=0; $RR<$r; $RR++){ 
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   push (@slope_year, $all_slope[$line]); 
   $line++; 
 } 
 
 # Removing first column (Year column) 
 # and writing slope data into @slope_year4. 
 @slope_year4=(); 
 $g=0; 
 foreach (@slope_year){ 
   @slope_year2 = $slope_year[$g]; 
   foreach (@slope_year2) {   
      (@slope_year3) = split " "; 
     push (@slope_year4, $slope_year3[1]); 
   } 
 $g++; 
 } 
 
 @sorted_slope = sort {$a <=> $b} @slope_year4; 
 
 #open test2, "> test2.txt"; 
 #print test2 "@sorted_slope¥n"; 
 #close test2; 
 
 $total = 0; 
 foreach(@slope_year4){ 
 $total = $total + 10 ** $_; 
 } 
 
 $mean_rec = log10($total/$r); 
 print (mean "$Yr $mean_rec¥n"); 
 
 $mid = log10((10**(@sorted_slope[(($r/2)-1)]) + 
10**(@sorted_slope[($r/2)]))/2); 
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 print (mid "$Yr $mid¥n"); 
 
 print (sgm1_lw "$Yr @sorted_slope[$threshold_sigma1_up]¥n"); 
 print (sgm1_up "$Yr @sorted_slope[$threshold_sigma1_lw]¥n"); 
 
 print (sgm2_lw "$Yr @sorted_slope[$threshold_sigma2_up]¥n"); 
 print (sgm2_up "$Yr @sorted_slope[$threshold_sigma2_lw]¥n"); 
  
 print (sgm3_lw "$Yr @sorted_slope[$threshold_sigma3_up]¥n"); 
 print (sgm3_up "$Yr @sorted_slope[$threshold_sigma3_lw]¥n"); 
} 
close mid; close mean; 
close sgm1_up; close sgm1_lw; 
close sgm2_up; close sgm2_lw; 
close sgm3_up; close sgm3_lw; 
############################################## Files to Plot  
 
 
######################################################################## 
################     PLOT     > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > 
######################################################################## 
 
open (ptile75, "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm1_up.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt") || die("can't open: 
$!"); 
@ptile75=<ptile75>; 
close ptile75; 
 
open (ptile25, "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm1_lw.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt") || die("can't open: 
$!"); 
@ptile25=<ptile25>; 
close ptile25; 
 
@ptile25 = sort { (split(/¥s+/,$a))[0] <=> (split(/¥s+/,$b))[0] } @ptile25;  
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open (ptile25_75, ">./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/ptile25_75.txt"); 
foreach (@ptile75) { 
print (ptile25_75 "$_"); 
} 
foreach (@ptile25) { 
print (ptile25_75 "$_"); 
} 
close ptile25_75; 
 
######################################################################## 
open (ptile95, "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm2_up.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt") || die("can't open: 
$!"); 
@ptile95=<ptile95>; 
close ptile95; 
 
open (ptile5, "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm2_lw.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt") || die("can't open: $!"); 
@ptile5=<ptile5>; 
close ptile5; 
 
@ptile5 = sort { (split(/¥s+/,$a))[0] <=> (split(/¥s+/,$b))[0] } @ptile5;  
open (ptile5_95, ">./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/ptile5_95.txt"); 
foreach (@ptile95) { 
print (ptile5_95 "$_"); 
} 
foreach (@ptile5) { 
print (ptile5_95 "$_"); 
} 
close ptile5_95; 
 
######################################################################## 
open (ptile99, "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm3_up.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt") || die("can't open: 
$!"); 
@ptile99=<ptile99>; 
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close ptile99; 
 
open (ptile1, "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/sgm3_lw.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt") || die("can't open: $!"); 
@ptile1=<ptile1>; 
close ptile1; 
 
@ptile1 = sort { (split(/¥s+/,$a))[0] <=> (split(/¥s+/,$b))[0] } @ptile1;  
open (ptile1_99, ">./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/ptile1_99.txt"); 
foreach (@ptile99) { 
print (ptile1_99 "$_"); 
} 
foreach (@ptile1) { 
print (ptile1_99 "$_"); 
} 
close ptile1_99; 
 
######################################################################## 
 
$out1 = "./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/mv=[$mv]_run=[$r].[$start]Ma.ps"; 
### Plot of age model 
system "psbasemap -JX6i -R-0/$start/0/60 -Ba0.5f0.05g50:'Age (Ma)':/a5f1:'Cum 
Num':/SnE -P -K -V > $out1"; 
system "psxy ./model_survival.txt -JX -R -Sp0.02i -P -O -K -V >>$out1"; 
#system "psxy original_survival.mv[$num].run[$run].txt -JX -R -St0.1i -G0/0/0 -P -O -V 
-K >>$out1"; 
 
### Plot of recurrence rate   
system "psbasemap -JX6i -R-0/$start/-1/5 -Ba0.5f0.05g50:'':/a1f1:'Log Rec Rate 
(event/Ma)':/WSn -P -O -K -V >> $out1"; 
system "psxy ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/ptile1_99.txt -JX -R -W0.1p/0/0/0 -G240 -P -O -K -V 
>>$out1"; # Sigma_3 
system "psxy ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/ptile5_95.txt -JX -R -W0.1p/0/0/0 -G210 -P -O -K -V 
>>$out1"; # Sigma_2 
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system "psxy ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/ptile25_75.txt -JX -R -W0.1p/0/0/0 -G180 -P -O -K -V 
>>$out1"; # Sigma_1 
system "psxy ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/mid.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt -M -JX -R -W1p/0/0/255 -P 
-O -K -V >>$out1"; # Median 
system "psxy ./mv[$mv]_run[$r]/mean.mv[$mv].run[$r].txt -JX -R -W1p/255/0/0 -P -O 
-V >>$out1";  # Mean 
######################################################################## 
# > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >     PLOT     
######################################################################## 
 
print "Done! Done! Done! I'm a little bit tired. But still OK! ¥n"; 
}# for ($mv = $mv_start; $mv < $mv_stop + 1; $mv = $mv + 2) 
&time; 
$second_end = time(); 
$took_time = $second_end - $second_strt; 
print "Calculation took $took_time seconds.¥n"; 
 
 
 
#============================================================== 
######## Subroutines ################## 
#============================================================== 
 
 
sub check { ################################################### 
my @unit = @_; 
#_____________ Checking underlying units __________________ 
my $missing = 0; 
my $n1=0; 
for ($n1=0; $n1<$roop_end; $n1++){ 
my $aln1 = 7 * $n1 + 5; 
 
  my @A1; my @A2; my @B1; my @B2; 
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  @A1 = $unit[$aln1]; 
  foreach (@A1) {   
  @A2 = split " "; 
  } 
 
# if there is underlying unit,  
# check overlain unit information of the underlying unit 
my $num1 = 0; 
my $length1 = scalar @A2; 
if ($length1 > 0){ 
  for ($num1 = 0; $num1 < $length1; $num1++){ 
  my $line1 = 7 * ($A2[$num1]-1) + 4; 
 
  @B1 = $unit[$line1]; 
  foreach (@B1) {   
  @B2 = split " "; 
  } 
 
  my $fine1=0; 
  my $num2 = 0; 
  my $length2 = scalar @B2; 
  if ($length2 > 0){ 
    for ($num2 = 0; $num2 < $length2; $num2=$num2+1){ 
 
 # if the underlying unit also say that  
 # this unit is a overlying unit, it is fine. 
 my $m1=$n1+1; 
 if ($B2[$num2]==$m1){ 
 $fine1=1; 
 } 
 
    } 
  } 
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  # But if the underlying unit is missing the info.... 
  $m1=$n1+1; 
  if ($fine1==0){ 
  print "U$A2[$num1] is missing overlying U$m1¥n"; 
  $missing++; 
  } 
 
  } # for 
 } # if 
} # for  
 
 
#_____________ Checking overlying units __________________ 
my $n2=0; 
for ($n2=0; $n2<$roop_end; $n2++){ 
my $aln2 = 7 * $n2 + 4; 
 
  my @C1; my @C2; my @D1; my @D2; 
  @C1 = $unit[$aln2]; 
  foreach (@C1) {   
  @C2 = split " "; 
  } 
 
# if there is overlying unit,  
# check underlain unit information of the overlying unit 
my $num3 = 0;  
my $length3 = scalar @C2; 
if ($length3 > 0){ 
  for ($num3 = 0; $num3 < $length3; $num3++){ 
  my $line2 = 7 * ($C2[$num3]-1) + 5; 
 
  @D1 = $unit[$line2]; 
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  foreach (@D1) {   
  @D2 = split " "; 
  } 
 
  my $fine2 = 0; 
  my $num4 = 0; 
  my $length4 = scalar @D2; 
  if ($length4 > 0){ 
    for ($num4 = 0; $num4 < $length4; $num4++){ 
 
 # if the overlying unit also say that  
 # this unit is a underlying unit, it is fine. 
 my $m2=$n2+1; 
 if ($D2[$num4]==$m2){ 
 $fine2=1; 
 } 
 
    } 
  } 
 
  # But if the overlying unit is missing the info.... 
  $m2=$n2+1; 
  if ($fine2==0){ 
  print "U$C2[$num3] is missing underlying U$m2¥n"; 
  $missing++; 
  } 
 
  } # for 
 } # if 
} # for  
$missing=$missing; 
} # sub ################################################### 
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sub old2young 
{ ###################################################################### 
 
my ($a0, $b0) = @_; 
my @a1 = @$a0; # @unit2 
my @b1 = @$b0; # @unit 
 
my $length = scalar @a1; 
my $roop_end = $length / 7; 
my $procedure= $length / 7; 
print "lines = $length¥n"; 
print "units = $procedure¥n"; 
 
open (unit3, ">unit_sorted1.txt"); 
my @done=(); 
my @unitID1=(); 
my @unitID2=(); 
 
#################################### NO stratigraphi 
my $n = 0; 
for ($n=0; $n<$roop_end; $n++){ 
my $aln1 = 7 * $n; 
 
  if ($a1[$aln1+4]=="" && $a1[$aln1+5]==""){ 
  print unit3 
"$b1[$aln1]$b1[$aln1+1]$b1[$aln1+2]$b1[$aln1+3]$b1[$aln1+4]$b1[$aln1+5]$b1[$aln
1+6]"; 
 
  @unitID1 = $a1[$aln1]; 
  foreach (@unitID1) {   
  (@unitID2) = split " "; 
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  } 
 
  push(@done, $unitID2[0]); 
  $procedure = $procedure-1; 
  } 
} 
 
#################################### No underlying unit 
for ($n=0; $n<$roop_end; $n++){ 
$aln1 = 7 * $n; 
 
  if ($a1[$aln1+4]!="" && $a1[$aln1+5]==""){ 
  print unit3 
"$b1[$aln1]$b1[$aln1+1]$b1[$aln1+2]$b1[$aln1+3]$b1[$aln1+4]$b1[$aln1+5]$b1[$aln
1+6]"; 
 
  @unitID1 = $a1[$aln1]; 
  foreach (@unitID1) {   
  (@unitID2) = split " "; 
  } 
 
  push(@done, $unitID2[0]); 
  $procedure = $procedure-1; 
  } 
} 
 
#################################### There are underlying units 
while($procedure>0){ # loop unit all units done 
for ($n=0; $n<$roop_end; $n++){ 
$aln1 = 7 * $n; 
print "why? $procedure $n @done¥n"; 
if ($a1[$aln1+5]!=""){ 
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    # Have this unit processed already? -> 
    @unitID1 = $a1[$aln1]; 
    foreach (@unitID1) {   
    (@unitID2) = split " "; 
    } 
 
    my $notyet = 0; 
    foreach (@done){ 
     if ($_ == $unitID2[0]){ 
     $notyet = 1; 
      } 
     } 
    # <- Have this unit processed already? 
 
 
 # Not yet 
 if ($notyet==0){ 
 
 
  # Have underlying unit processed already? -> 
  my @under_lying = $a1[$aln1+5]; 
  my @under_lying2 = (); 
  foreach (@under_lying) {   
  @under_lying2 = split " "; 
  } 
 
    my $ok = 0; 
    foreach (@under_lying2) {  
    my $check = $_; 
 
     foreach (@done){ 
      if ($_ == $check){ 
       $ok = 1; 
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       } 
     } 
    } 
  # <- Have underlying unit processed already? 
 
 
    # Yes, the underlying units have processed already.  
    # So, Let's process this unit, 
    if ($ok==1) { 
    print unit3 
"$b1[$aln1]$b1[$aln1+1]$b1[$aln1+2]$b1[$aln1+3]$b1[$aln1+4]$b1[$aln1+5]$b1[$aln
1+6]"; 
 
    @unitID1 = $a1[$aln1]; 
    foreach (@unitID1) {   
    (@unitID2) = split " "; 
    } 
 
    push(@done, $unitID2[0]); 
    $procedure = $procedure-1; 
    } 
 
 }# if 
}# if 
 
}# for 
}# while 
 
 
close unit3; 
} # sub 
######################################################################## 
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######################################################################## 
sub time { 
  my $sec=0;  my $min=0;  my $hour=0;  my $day=0; 
  my $month=0;  my $year=0;  my $wdy=0;  my $yday=0; 
  ($sec,$min,$hour,$day,$month,$year,$wdy,$yday) = localtime(time); 
  $year = $year + 1900; 
  $month = $month + 1; 
  print "HMS=$hour:$min:$sec.MDY=$month/$day/$year¥n"; 
  #printf("HM=%02d:%02d.MDY=%02d/%02d/%02d¥n", $hour, $min, $month, $day, 
$year); 
}####################################################################### 
 
 
#__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over 
sub over_year { 
 
#########  Dates of all overlying units  ######### 
my @b1 = @_; 
my @related_dates=(); 
my @b2; 
  foreach (@b1) {   
  (@b2) = split " "; 
} 
 
my $length3 = scalar @b2; 
if ($length3 > 0){ 
  for ($num = 0; $num < $length3; $num=$num+1){ 
    my $temp3=$b2[$num]; 
 
 if ($unit_date[$temp3]>0){   
 push (@related_dates, $unit_date[$temp3]); 
 } 
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  } 
} 
 
#####  Maximum age  ##### 
my $over = -100; 
$over =(sort {$b <=> $a} @related_dates)[0]; # maxmum (Oldest overlying unit) 
#print "$over > @related_dates <-d @all_dates¥n"; 
print "$over > @related_dates¥n"; 
$over = $over; 
}#__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over__over 
 
#///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
sub itself { 
 
my @a1 = @_; 
my $unit_date_itself = 0; 
my @a2 = (); 
  foreach (@a1) {   
  (@a2) = split " "; 
  } 
 
######## all dates reported to this unit ######## 
my @all_dates=(); 
my $length1 = scalar @a2; 
if ($length1 > 0){ 
  for ($num = 0; $num < $length1; $num=$num+1){ 
    my $temp2=$a2[$num]; 
    push (@all_dates, $date[$temp2-1]); 
  } 
} 
 
###### randomly choosing a date of overlying unit ###### 
    my $a_date = ""; 
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    my $length2 = scalar @all_dates; 
    if ($length2 > 0){ 
        my $select = int(rand($length2)); 
        $a_date = $all_dates[$select]; 
    } 
 
print "$a_date = @all_dates¥n"; 
$a_date = $a_date; 
}#///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#__under__under__under__under__under__under__under__under__under__under 
sub under_year { 
 
#########  Dates of all underlying units  ######### 
my @b1 = @_; 
my @related_dates=(); 
my @b2; 
  foreach (@b1) {   
  (@b2) = split " "; 
} 
 
my $length3 = scalar @b2; 
if ($length3 > 0){ 
  for ($num = 0; $num < $length3; $num=$num+1){ 
    my $temp3=$b2[$num]; 
 
 if ($unit_date[$temp3]>0){   
 push (@related_dates, $unit_date[$temp3]); 
 }       
  } 
} 
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#####  Minimum age  ##### 
my $under = 100; 
$under =(sort {$a <=> $b} @related_dates)[0]; # minimum (Youngest underlying unit) 
#print "$under < @related_dates <-d @all_dates¥n"; 
print "$under < @related_dates¥n"; 
$under = $under; 
}#__under__under__under__under__under__under__under__under__under__under 
 
 
#/////////////////////////////////////////  C14_calibration  /////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
sub C14_calibration { 
  $Cmean = $_[0]; # mean 
  $Cerr = $_[1]; # err 
  $int = 1;  
  $k = 1; # Lab error multiplier 
 
@probability=(); $p=0; $p0=0; $p_sum = 0; 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$start = $Cmean+(($Cerr)*20); $end = $Cmean-(($Cerr)*20); 
for  ($cy=$start; $cy>$end; $cy=$cy-$int) { # calc. prob. of each age ($cy) in given 
condition (given 14c age and error)  
 for  ($n=0; $n<=$nc-2; $n=$n+1) { # roop to find calendar ages older and 
younger than $cy 
 
  if ($cy<=$cld[$n]){ 
  if ($cy>$cld[$n+1]){ 
 
   $slp[$n] = ($cbn[$n] - $cbn[$n+1]) / ($cld[$n] - $cld[$n+1]);
 # slope 
   $itr[$n] = $cbn[$n] - ($slp[$n] * $cld[$n]);   
 # intercept  
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   $sgm_1 = 
((($cy-$cld[$n+1])/($cld[$n]-$cld[$n+1])))*($c_err[$n]); 
   $sgm_2 = 
((($cld[$n]-$cy)/($cld[$n]-$cld[$n+1])))*($c_err[$n+1]); 
   $sgm = ((($k*$Cerr)**2) + (($sgm_1 + $sgm_2)**2))**0.5; 
 
   #$p = exp ( (-1) * (($Cmean[$c14] - $itr[$n] - ($slp[$n] * 
$cy))**2) / (2 * ($sgm)**2)); # posterior 
   $p = (1 / ($sgm * ((2*$PI)**0.5) )) * exp ( (-0.5) * (($Cmean - 
$itr[$n] - ($slp[$n] * $cy))**2) / (($sgm)**2)); 
   $p_sum = $p_sum + (($p+$p0)*$int)/2; 
   $p0=$p; 
 
@result = split /^/, <<"EOF"; 
$cy $cld[$n] $cld[$n+1] $p 
EOF 
push(@probability, @result) 
 
  } 
  } 
 } 
}  
$p_sum = $p_sum + ($p*$int)/2; 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    #print "@probability"; 
#--------------------------------------------------------------- 
$m=0; 
foreach (@probability) {  
  @prb2 = $probability[$m]; 
  foreach (@prb2) {   
  ($cy2[$m], $cld2[$m], $cld2[$m], $p2[$m]) = split " "; 
  } 
$m=$m+1; 
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} 
#--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
$p1=0; $n_p_sum=0; 
open (probability_nmld, ">./c14/probability_nmld[$Cmean][$Cerr].txt"); 
 for  ($mm=0; $mm<$m; $mm=$mm+1) { 
  $n_p = $p2[$mm]/$p_sum; 
  $n_p_sum = $n_p_sum + (($n_p+$p1)*$int)/2; 
  $p1=$n_p; 
  print (probability_nmld "$cy2[$mm] $n_p¥n"); 
 } 
close (probability_nmld); 
$n_p_sum = $n_p_sum + ($n_p*$int)/2; 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
} 
#////////////////////////////  C14_calibration  //////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#//////////////////////////  Sampling_C14  /////////////////////////////////////////////// 
sub Sampling_C14 { 
  $Cmean = $_[0]; # mean 
  $Cerr = $_[1]; # err 
  $int2 = 1; 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
open (probability_nmld, "./c14/probability_nmld[$Cmean][$Cerr].txt"); 
  $nn=0; 
  while(<probability_nmld>){ 
   chop;($cy[$nn], $p[$nn]) = split(/¥s+/,$_); 
 $nn++; 
  } 
close (probability_nmld); 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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#============================================== 
$Cspl_age=100000; 
$rand=rand(1/$int2); 
 
 $sum = 0; 
 for ($ct=0; $ct<$nn; $ct=$ct+1) {  
  if ($sum < $rand){ 
  $sum = $sum + $p[$ct]; 
  $spl_age = $cy[$ct-1]; 
  } 
 } 
 
 if ($spl_age < $Cspl_age){  
 $Cspl_age = $spl_age; 
 } 
#============================================== 
#print "C14 done. [$Cmean +/- $Cerr] -> $Cspl_age¥n"; 
$Cspl_age = $Cspl_age; 
} 
#///////////////////////////////////////  Sampling_C14  ////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#/////////////////////  Box-Muller transform  ////////////////////////// 
sub box_muller { 
$num1=$_[0]; # mean 
$num2=$_[1]; # err 
 
 $sample=-1; 
 while ($sample<0) { 
 
  $x1=0; 
  while ($x1==0) { 
  $x1=rand; 
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  $x2=rand; 
  } 
 
  if ($x1>0.0) { 
   $y1=sqrt(-2.0*log($x1))*cos(2.0*$PI*$x2); 
   #$y2=sqrt(-2.0*log($x1))*sin(2.0*$PI*$x2);  
   $sample = $y1 * $num2 + $num1; 
  } 
 
 } # while ($sample<0) 
$sample = $sample; # This is the final equation ---> Return_Value 
} 
#/////////////////////  Box-Muller transform  ////////////////////////// 
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APPENDIX C 
INPUT FILES FOR THE RECURRENCE RATE CALCULATION OF THE 
YUCCA MOUNTAIN REGION 
 
“dates.txt” for the 10 and 6 events analysis (Figures 4.4a-4.4f). 
1 bxm 0.242 0.503 
2 bxm 0.3220 0.464 
3 bxm 0.0840 0.22 
4 bxm 0.1040 0.177 
5 bxm 0.1440 0.176 
6 bxm 0.2440 0.183 
7 bxm 0.3930 0.253 
8 bxm 0.2320 0.046 
9 bxm 0.2420 0.037 
10 bxm 0.2780 0.039 
11 bxm 0.3530 0.036 
12 bxm 0.3540 0.021 
13 bxm 0.3730 0.039 
14 bxm 0.4810 0.03 
15 bxm 0.3900 0.015 
16 bxm 0.3600 0.02 
17 bxm 0.3360 0.20000 
18 bxm 0.3230 0.14000 
19 bxm 0.3290 0.14200 
20 bxm 0.3800 0.17000 
21 bxm 0.2820 0.02800 
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22 bxm 0.3430 0.06700 
23 bxm 0.3180 0.04100 
24 bxm 0.3680 0.09000 
25 bxm 0.4310 0.03500 
26 bxm 0.5390 0.03600 
27 bxm 0.6720 0.14800 
28 bxm 0.5600 0.05000 
29 bxm 0.3200 0.01500 
30 bxm 0.7260 0.18000 
31 bxm 0.7830 0.23000 
32 bxm 0.7630 0.18000 
33 bxm 0.7420 0.15000 
34 bxm 0.7700 0.15000 
35 bxm 0.8360 0.16100 
36 bxm 0.9320 0.21100 
37 bxm 0.8330 0.08900 
38 bxm 1.0100 0.14000 
39 bxm 0.9500 0.08000 
40 bxm 1.0100 0.05600 
41 bxm 1.0410 0.07700 
42 bxm 1.0400 0.07000 
43 bxm 1.0710 0.08900 
44 bxm 1.0940 0.10900 
45 bxm 1.1190 0.05100 
46 bxm 1.1000 0.02500 
47 bxm 1.0500 0.07000 
48 bxm 1.0500 0.04000 
49 bxm 0.9600 0.07500 
50 bxm 0.9400 0.02500 
51 bxm 1.4400 2.50600 
52 bxm 0.8410 0.30000 
53 bxm 0.8500 0.20000 
54 bxm 0.8370 0.14500 
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55 bxm 0.9000 0.20000 
56 bxm 0.8500 0.10000 
57 bxm 1.0400 0.26700 
58 bxm 0.9200 0.09000 
59 bxm 0.9600 0.05000 
60 bxm 1.1100 0.20000 
61 bxm 1.0100 0.09000 
62 bxm 0.9800 0.05000 
63 bxm 1.0500 0.12000 
64 bxm 1.0900 0.13000 
65 bxm 1.1300 0.13000 
66 bxm 1.4650 0.22000 
67 bxm 1.8900 0.52900 
68 bxm 1.0800 0.02000 
69 bxm 1.0500 0.07000 
70 bxm 0.9200 0.03000 
71 bxm 1.0170 0.05800 
72 bxm 1.0770 0.06900 
73 bxm 1.0200 0.05000 
74 bxm 0.8300 0.08000 
75 bxm 0.7700 0.01000 
76 bxm 0.9020 0.01700 
77 bxm 0.9050 0.04600 
78 bxm 0.8900 0.11000 
79 bxm 1.0310 0.16000 
80 bxm 1.0170 0.09900 
81 bxm 1.0790 0.07500 
82 bxm 1.0700 0.05400 
83 bxm 1.0700 0.04000 
84 bxm 1.1570 0.07800 
85 bxm 1.7290 0.08000 
86 bxm 1.1700 0.03000 
87 bxm 1.1600 0.05000 
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88 bxm 2.7500 0.15000 
89 bxm 2.7100 0.04900 
90 bxm 2.9060 0.18000 
91 bxm 2.8500 0.09100 
92 bxm 2.8100 0.03900 
93 bxm 2.8700 0.06000 
94 bxm 2.9500 0.13000 
95 bxm 2.9500 0.10000 
96 bxm 2.9500 0.07700 
97 bxm 3.1800 0.07000 
98 bxm 3.4300 0.06900 
99 bxm 3.1500 0.04000 
100 bxm 3.0800 0.02000 
101 bxm 3.3100 0.05000 
102 bxm 3.6800 0.32000 
103 bxm 3.5700 0.06100 
104 bxm 3.6400 0.13100 
105 bxm 3.5700 0.03900 
106 bxm 3.6400 0.10200 
107 bxm 3.5900 0.05000 
108 bxm 3.6620 0.12100 
109 bxm 3.6200 0.06200 
110 bxm 3.7100 0.14100 
111 bxm 3.7100 0.11100 
112 bxm 3.6600 0.04000 
113 bxm 3.7300 0.10100 
114 bxm 3.7700 0.12800 
115 bxm 3.6800 0.03000 
116 bxm 3.7300 0.07100 
117 bxm 3.7200 0.06000 
118 bxm 3.7400 0.06000 
119 bxm 3.9200 0.23900 
120 bxm 3.7300 0.04800 
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121 bxm 3.7400 0.04900 
122 bxm 3.8930 0.19900 
123 bxm 3.8250 0.13000 
124 bxm 3.7200 0.02000 
125 bxm 3.8500 0.13100 
126 bxm 3.7700 0.04900 
127 bxm 3.9160 0.18000 
128 bxm 3.7900 0.04200 
129 bxm 3.8000 0.04900 
130 bxm 3.8000 0.04900 
131 bxm 3.8500 0.08900 
132 bxm 3.8300 0.06100 
133 bxm 3.8000 0.02000 
134 bxm 3.9000 0.10900 
135 bxm 4.5580 0.27800 
136 bxm 3.7500 0.02000 
137 bxm 3.7500 0.02000 
138 bxm 3.6900 0.02500 
139 bxm 3.6500 0.03000 
140 bxm 4.5100 0.04100 
141 bxm 4.5700 0.04600 
142 bxm 4.6200 0.05100 
143 bxm 4.6400 0.04600 
144 bxm 4.6900 0.04200 
145 bxm 4.7100 0.04200 
146 bxm 4.8800 0.02000 
147 bxm 4.6800 0.01500 
148 bxm 0.0746 0.00730 
149 bxm 0.0750 0.00690 
150 bxm 0.0628 0.00640 
151 bxm 0.0911 0.00750 
152 bxm 0.0816 0.00730 
153 bxm 0.0742 0.00630 
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154 bxm 0.0719 0.00570 
155 bxm 0.0721 0.00605 
156 bxm 0.0689 0.00910 
157 bxm 0.0769 0.00550 
158 bxm 0.0811 0.00540 
159 bxm 0.0582 0.00980 
160 bxm 0.0820 0.01050 
161 bxm 0.1057 0.01180 
162 bxm 0.0858 0.00860 
163 bxm 0.0815 0.01545 
164 bxm 0.0919 0.00830 
165 bxm 0.0670 0.00850 
166 bxm 0.0832 0.00960 
167 bxm 0.0816 0.00835 
168 bxm 0.0675 0.01820 
169 bxm 0.0774 0.01060 
170 bxm 0.0660 0.01590 
171 bxm 0.0788 0.00320 
172 bxm 0.0755 0.00415 
173 bxm 0.0837 0.00585 
174 bxm 0.0792 0.00915 
175 bxm 0.0721 0.00495 
176 bxm 0.0692 0.00840 
177 bxm 0.0760 0.00700 
178 bxm 0.0810 0.00700 
179 bxm 0.0810 0.00600 
180 bxm 0.0820 0.00500 
181 bxm 0.0840 0.00700 
182 bxm 0.0850 0.00500 
183 bxm 0.0870 0.00600 
184 bxm 0.0880 0.00800 
185 bxm 0.0820 0.00900 
186 bxm 0.0820 0.00500 
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187 bxm 0.0880 0.00600 
188 bxm 0.0730 0.00680 
189 bxm 0.0770 0.00600 
190 bxm 0.0790 0.00610 
191 bxm 0.0810 0.00540 
192 bxm 0.0930 0.00720 
193 bxm 0.1070 0.15500 
194 bxm 0.1120 0.09000 
195 bxm 0.1640 0.08900 
196 bxm 0.1680 0.31800 
197 bxm 0.2280 0.20000 
198 bxm 0.2350 0.52100 
199 bxm 0.3680 0.64400 
200 bxm 0.0420 0.18500 
201 bxm 0.0660 0.21600 
202 bxm 0.0930 0.21200 
203 bxm 0.0990 0.19600 
204 bxm 0.1100 0.32700 
205 bxm 0.1120 0.28200 
206 bxm 0.1260 0.08200 
207 bxm 0.1430 0.08800 
208 bxm 0.1440 0.08400 
209 bxm 0.1450 0.08800 
210 bxm 0.1470 0.13400 
211 bxm 0.1720 0.03900 
212 bxm 0.1770 0.21200 
213 bxm 0.1870 0.24300 
214 bxm 0.1940 0.18600 
215 bxm 0.2110 0.94100 
216 bxm 0.2610 0.23200 
217 bxm 0.2940 0.37900 
218 bxm 0.3110 0.07800 
219 bxm 0.3920 0.21500 
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220 bxm 0.1120 0.02500 
221 bxm 0.1080 0.01700 
222 bxm 0.0850 0.01700 
223 bxm 0.1420 0.01900 
 
“units.txt” for the 10 events analysis (Figures 4.4a-4.4c). 
U1____________________________;Little Black Peak  
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14 D15 D16 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
  
U2____________________________;Hidden Cone   
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D17 D18 D19 D20 D21 D22 D23 D24 D25 D26 D27 D28 D29 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;   
  
U3____________________________;Black Cone   
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D30 D31 D32 D33 D34 D35 D36 D37 D38 D39 D40 D41 D42 D43 D44 
D45 D46 D47 D48 D49 D50 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;   
  
U4____________________________;Red Cone   
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit; D51 D52 D53 D54 D55 D56 D57 D58 D59 D60 D61 D62 D63 D64 D65 
D66 D67 D68 D69 D70 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;   
  
U5____________________________;Little Cones  
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D71 D72 D73 D74 D75 D76 D77 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;   
  
U6____________________________;Makani Cone          
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D78 D79 D80 D81 D82 D83 D84 D85 D86 D87 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
  
U7____________________________;Buckboard Mesa  
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D88 D89 D90 D91 D92 D93 D94 D95 D96 D97 D98 D99 D100 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;   
  
U8____________________________;SE Crater Flat  
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D101 D102 D103 D104 D105 D106 D107 D108 D109 D110 D111 D112 
D113 D114 D115 D116 D117 D118 D119 D120 D121 D122 D123 D124 D125 D126 
D127 D128 D129 D130 D131 D132 D133 D134 D135 D136 D137 D138 D139 
overlain__by;  
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underlain_by;   
  
U9____________________________;Thirsty Mountain  
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D140 D141 D142 D143 D144 D145 D146 D147 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U10____________________________;Lathrop Wells                  
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D148 D149 D150 D151 D152 D153 D154 D155 D156 D157 D158 D159 
D160 D161 D162 D163 D164 D165 D166 D167 D168 D169 D170 D171 D172 D173 
D174 D175 D176 D177 D178 D179 D180 D181 D182 D183 D184 D185 D186 D187 
D188 D189 D190 D191 D192 D193 D194 D195 D196 D197 D198 D199 D200 D201 
D202 D203 D204 D205 D206 D207 D208 D209 D210 D211 D212 D213 D214 D215 
D216 D217 D218 D219 D220 D221 D222 D223 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
“units.txt” for the 6 events analysis (Figures 4.4d-4.4f). 
U1____________________________;Little Black Peak, Hidden Cone  
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14 D15 D16 D17 
D18 D19 D20 D21 D22 D23 D24 D25 D26 D27 D28 D29 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by; 
  
U2____________________________;Black Cone, Red Cone, Little Cones, Makani Cone  
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amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D30 D31 D32 D33 D34 D35 D36 D37 D38 D39 D40 D41 D42 D43 D44 
D45 D46 D47 D48 D49 D50 D51 D52 D53 D54 D55 D56 D57 D58 D59 D60 D61 D62 
D63 D64 D65 D66 D67 D68 D69 D70 D71 D72 D73 D74 D75 D76 D77 D78 D79 D80 
D81 D82 D83 D84 D85 D86 D87 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;   
  
U3____________________________;Buckboard Mesa  
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D88 D89 D90 D91 D92 D93 D94 D95 D96 D97 D98 D99 D100 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;   
  
U4____________________________;SE Crater Flat  
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D101 D102 D103 D104 D105 D106 D107 D108 D109 D110 D111 D112 
D113 D114 D115 D116 D117 D118 D119 D120 D121 D122 D123 D124 D125 D126 
D127 D128 D129 D130 D131 D132 D133 D134 D135 D136 D137 D138 D139 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;   
  
U5____________________________;Thirsty Mountain  
amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D140 D141 D142 D143 D144 D145 D146 D147 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
  
U6____________________________;Lathrop Wells                  
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amounts_are_; 1  
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D148 D149 D150 D151 D152 D153 D154 D155 D156 D157 D158 D159 
D160 D161 D162 D163 D164 D165 D166 D167 D168 D169 D170 D171 D172 D173 
D174 D175 D176 D177 D178 D179 D180 D181 D182 D183 D184 D185 D186 D187 
D188 D189 D190 D191 D192 D193 D194 D195 D196 D197 D198 D199 D200 D201 
D202 D203 D204 D205 D206 D207 D208 D209 D210 D211 D212 D213 D214 D215 
D216 D217 D218 D219 D220 D221 D222 D223 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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“dates.txt” without geologic insight (Figures 4.5a and 4.5d). 
1 bxm 0.19 0.03 
2 bxm 0.22 0.03 
3 bxm 0.16 0.03 
4 bxm 0.16 0.04 
5 bxm 0.07 0.29 
6 bxm 0.1 0.29 
7 bxm 0.007 0.003 
8 bxm 0.011 0.015 
9 bxm 0.034 0.022 
10 bxm 0.039 0.024 
11 bxm 0.19 0.01 
12 bxm 0.11 0.08 
13 bxm 0.16 0.08 
14 bxm 0.19 0.01 
15 bxm 0.19 0.01 
16 bxm 0.01 0.01 
17 bxm 0.11 0.02 
18 bxm 0.11 0.07 
19 bxm 0.11 0.02 
20 bxm 0.11 0.03 
21 bxm 0.28 0.01 
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22 bxm 0.08 0.24 
23 bxm 0.14 0.27 
24 bxm 0.18 0.01 
25 bxm 0.15 0.04 
26 bxm 0.17 0.05 
27 bxm 0.44 0.01 
28 bxm 0.48 0.02 
29 bxm 0.08 0.04 
30 bxm 0.19 0.01 
31 bxm 1.56 0.04 
32 bxm 1.64 0.04 
33 bxm 1.9 0.06 
34 bxm 3.1 0.7 
35 bxm 3.5 1 
36 bxm 0.35 0.01 
37 bxm 0.18 0.01 
38 bxm 0.26 0.04 
39 bxm 0.31 0.01 
40 bxm 0.31 0.05 
41 bxm 0.09 0.01 
42 bxm 0.3 0.2 
43 bxm 0.5 0.3 
44 bxm 0.18 0.01 
45 bxm 0.04 0.03 
46 bxm 0.33 0.01 
47 bxm 0.34 0.01 
48 bxm 0.66 0.02 
49 bxm 0.76 0.05 
50 bxm 0.16 0.03 
51 bxm 0.17 0.05 
52 bxm 0.18 0.02 
53 bxm 0.09 0.02 
54 bxm 0.11 0.01 
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55 bxm 0.11 0.01 
56 bxm 0.18 0.01 
57 bxm 1.89 0.04 
58 bxm 1.99 0.06 
59 bxm 0.02 0.02 
60 unkwn 
 
“dates.txt” with geologic insight (Figures 4.5b, 4.5c, 4.5e, and 4.5f). 
1 bxm 0.19 0.03 
2 bxm 0.22 0.03 
3 bxm 0.16 0.03 
4 bxm 0.16 0.04 
5 bxm 0.07 0.29 
6 bxm 0.1 0.29 
7 bxm 0.007 0.003 
8 bxm 0.011 0.015 
9 bxm 0.034 0.022 
10 bxm 0.039 0.024 
11 bxm 0.19 0.01 
12 bxm 0.11 0.08 
13 bxm 0.16 0.08 
14 bxm 0.19 0.01 
15 bxm 0.19 0.01 
16 bxm 0.01 0.01 
17 bxm 0.11 0.02 
18 bxm 0.11 0.07 
19 bxm 0.11 0.02 
20 bxm 0.11 0.03 
21 bxm 0.28 0.01 
22 bxm 0.08 0.24 
23 bxm 0.14 0.27 
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24 bxm 0.18 0.01 
25 bxm 0.15 0.04 
26 bxm 0.17 0.05 
27 bxm 0.44 0.01 
28 bxm 0.48 0.02 
29 bxm 0.08 0.04 
30 bxm 0.19 0.01 
31 bxm 1.56 0.04 
32 bxm 1.64 0.04 
33 bxm 1.9 0.06 
34 bxm 3.1 0.7 
35 bxm 3.5 1 
36 bxm 0.35 0.01 
37 bxm 0.18 0.01 
38 bxm 0.26 0.04 
39 bxm 0.31 0.01 
40 bxm 0.31 0.05 
41 bxm 0.09 0.01 
42 bxm 0.3 0.2 
43 bxm 0.5 0.3 
44 bxm 0.18 0.01 
45 bxm 0.04 0.03 
46 bxm 0.33 0.01 
47 bxm 0.34 0.01 
48 bxm 0.66 0.02 
49 bxm 0.76 0.05 
50 bxm 0.16 0.03 
51 bxm 0.17 0.05 
52 bxm 0.18 0.02 
53 bxm 0.09 0.02 
54 bxm 0.11 0.01 
55 bxm 0.11 0.01 
56 bxm 0.18 0.01 
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57 bxm 1.89 0.04 
58 bxm 1.99 0.06 
59 bxm 0.02 0.02 
60 uni 0.0015 0.5 
 
“units.txt” for recurrence rate calculation (Figure 4.5a-4.5c) 
U1____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U2____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U3____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U4____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
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overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U5____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D1 D2 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U6____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U7____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U8____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D3 D4 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U9____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
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polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D5 D6 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U10____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U11____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U12____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D7 D8 D9 D10 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U13____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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U14____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D11 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U15____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U16____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D12 D13 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U17____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D14 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U18____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D15 
overlain__by;  
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underlain_by;  
 
U19____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U20____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U21____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D16 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U22____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D17 D18 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U23____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U24____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D19 D20 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U25____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D21 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U26____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D22 D23 D24 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U27____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D25 D26 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U28____________________________; 
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amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D27 D28 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U29____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D29 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U30____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D30 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U31____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D31 D32 D33 D34 D35 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U32____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D36 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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U33____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U34____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U35____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U36____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U37____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
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overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U38____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D37 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U39____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D38 D39 D40 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U40____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U41____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D41 D42 D43 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U42____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
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polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U43____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U44____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D44 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U45____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U46____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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U47____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D45 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U48____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D46 D47 D48 D49 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U49____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U50____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D50 D51 D52 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U51____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
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underlain_by;  
 
U52____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D53 D54 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U53____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D55 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U54____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D56 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U55____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D57 D58 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U56____________________________; 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit; D59 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
“units.txt” for effusion rate calculation (Figure 4.5d-4.5f) 
U1____________________________;Aishima 
amounts_are_; 0.59437778600312 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U2____________________________;Anduke 
amounts_are_; 0.00584034813725706 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U3____________________________;Bunjya 
amounts_are_; 0.00558580721365759 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U4____________________________;Hagadai_ii 
amounts_are_; 0.102553093259464 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
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underlain_by;  
 
U5____________________________;Oshima 
amounts_are_; 0.117369590615662 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D1 D2 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U6____________________________;Hashimasho 
amounts_are_; 0.017714356171298 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U7____________________________;Hirasesho 
amounts_are_; 0.00087349208669755 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U8____________________________;Hashima 
amounts_are_; 0.0390791077487728 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D3 D4 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U9____________________________;Hishima 
amounts_are_; 0.0466879841962073 
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit; D5 D6 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U10____________________________;Hirayama_i 
amounts_are_; 0.0189823008849558 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U11____________________________;Hitushima 
amounts_are_; 0.188158786650165 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U12____________________________;Kasayama 
amounts_are_; 0.143164567323322 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D7 D8 D9 D10 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U13____________________________;Hukase 
amounts_are_; 0.00607927745996685 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U14____________________________;Ooshima 
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amounts_are_; 0.493129191619067 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D11 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U15____________________________;Hutashimasho 
amounts_are_; 0.0592708304065894 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U16____________________________;Nakanodai 
amounts_are_; 0.0110761667829063 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D12 D13 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U17____________________________;Nabeyama 
amounts_are_; 0.0388279126961799 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D14 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U18____________________________;Kitunejima 
amounts_are_; 0.00645603559784855 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D15 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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U19____________________________;Iraosan_minami 
amounts_are_; 0.00487494545482233 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U20____________________________;Komureyama 
amounts_are_; 0.028499097455024 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U21____________________________;Uyama 
amounts_are_; 0.0329228721582288 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D16 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U22____________________________;Hagadai_i 
amounts_are_; 0.226684109272797 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D17 D18 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U23____________________________;Nago 
amounts_are_; 0.000257763975155279 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
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overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U24____________________________;Nanae 
amounts_are_; 0.0206786703601108 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D19 D20 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U25____________________________;Utajima 
amounts_are_; 0.0208890672701158 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D21 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U26____________________________;Takasakadai 
amounts_are_; 0.0165697940503433 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D22 D23 D24 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U27____________________________;Kamauradai 
amounts_are_; 0.0325015124016939 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D25 D26 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U28____________________________;Shiunzan 
amounts_are_; 0.184888236174579 
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polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D27 D28 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U29____________________________;Nagasawadai 
amounts_are_; 0.033782888321227 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D29 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U30____________________________;Turuedai 
amounts_are_; 0.0329998968610501 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D30 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U31____________________________;Sugihara 
amounts_are_; 0.190666416242355 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D31 D32 D33 D34 D35 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U32____________________________;Hirawarabidai 
amounts_are_; 0.0711250953470633 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D36 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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U33____________________________;Nishidai 
amounts_are_; 0.0586275992438563 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U34____________________________;Nishidaihokusei 
amounts_are_; 0.0114212909668546 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U35____________________________;Nishioshima 
amounts_are_; 0.0011955212641839 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U36____________________________;Okinosho 
amounts_are_; 0.000379037718471564 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U37____________________________;Oonoguri 
amounts_are_; 0.00165167651768728 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
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underlain_by;  
 
U38____________________________;Husumayama 
amounts_are_; 0.0905683919579803 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D37 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U39____________________________;Gongenyama 
amounts_are_; 0.0702976733745088 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D38 D39 D40 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U40____________________________;Ooshima_nanto 
amounts_are_; 0.00193943145351806 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U41____________________________;Era 
amounts_are_; 0.0601739179466032 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D41 D42 D43 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U42____________________________;Osabaguri 
amounts_are_; 0.00525201284359207 
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U43____________________________;Rikuji_i 
amounts_are_; 0.0335274102079395 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U44____________________________;Jyoman 
amounts_are_; 0.00141365498032327 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D44 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U45____________________________;Rikuji_ii 
amounts_are_; 0.0426374291115312 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U46____________________________;Sengokudai 
amounts_are_; 0.105264650283554 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U47____________________________;Higashidai 
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amounts_are_; 0.0926905626134301 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D45 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U48____________________________;Iraosan 
amounts_are_; 0.381037028306255 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D46 D47 D48 D49 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U49____________________________;Tubase 
amounts_are_; 0.00276067191767317 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U50____________________________;Katamata 
amounts_are_; 0.00812663660911798 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D50 D51 D52 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U51____________________________;Ubukanishi 
amounts_are_; 0.0358041382955501 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D60 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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U52____________________________;Hirayama 2 
amounts_are_; 0.061688341669873 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D53 D54 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U53____________________________;Oguni 
amounts_are_; 0.0145471335128896 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D55 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U54____________________________;Kaneue 
amounts_are_; 0.00666230217941141 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D56 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U55____________________________;Harayama 
amounts_are_; 0.0641933497536946 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D57 D58 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U56____________________________;Daiyama 
amounts_are_; 0.104174682570219 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D59 
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overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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APPENDIX E 
INPUT FILES FOR THE RECURRENCE RATE CALCULATION OF THE 
IZU-TOBU VOLCANO GROUP 
 
“dates.txt” for recurrence rate calculation (Figures 4.6a-4.6c). 
1 c 2980 30 
2 c 3340 90 
3 c 3410 110 
4 c 2830 120 
5 c 3250 70 
6 c 2900 100 
7 c 3360 110 
8 c 3150 80 
9 c 3970 100 
10 c 4810 100 
11 c 2940 80 
12 c 3170 80 
13 c 2880 90 
14 c 2910 90 
15 c 3080 100 
16 c 2790 100 
17 c 3700 100 
18 c 21800 800 
19 c 29300 600 
20 c 28800 1700 
21 hist 838  
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22 hist 886  
23 hist 1989  
24 bxm 0.006 0.088 
25 bxm 0.38 0.12 
26 bxm 0.2 0.12 
27 bxm 0.07 0.13 
28 bxm 0.2 0.08 
29 bxm 0.22 0.09 
30 bxm 0.14 0.06 
31 bxm 0.24 0.11 
32 bxm 0.35 0.16 
33 bxm 0.27 0.1 
34 bxm 0.25 0.1 
35 bxm 0.21 0.05 
36 bxm 0.27 0.03 
37 bxm 0.25 0.08 
38 bxm 0.25 0.05 
39 bxm 0.268 0.021 
40 bxm 0.19 0.14 
41 bxm 0.08 0.04 
42 c 24480 240 
43 c 24570 230 
44 c 21900 420 
45 c 23070 220 
46 c 25830 340 
47 c 23590 250 
48 c 24630 290 
49 c 25210 250 
50 c 26900 510 
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 “units.txt” for recurrence rate calculation (Figures 4.6a-4.6c). 
U1____________________________; historic 
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D21 D22 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by; U2 
 
U2____________________________; Iwanoyama 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0  
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U1 
underlain_by; U3 U5 
 
U3____________________________; soil 
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D1 D2 D3 
overlain__by; U2 
underlain_by;  
 
U4____________________________; soil 
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D16 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by; U5 
 
U5____________________________; Kawagodaira 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U4 U2 
underlain_by; U6 U7 U9 U36 U37 
 
U6____________________________; soil  
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14 D15 
overlain__by; U5 
underlain_by;  
 
U7____________________________; Omuroyama 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U5 
underlain_by; U8 U28 U29 
 
U8____________________________; soil 
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D17 
overlain__by; U7 
underlain_by;  
 
U9____________________________; Noboriominami 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U5 
underlain_by; U10 
 
U10____________________________; soil 
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amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D18 
overlain__by; U9 
underlain_by;  
 
U11____________________________; soil 
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D42 D43 D44 D45 D46 D47 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by; U12 
 
U12____________________________; AT 
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U11 U31 U32 
underlain_by; U13 U14 U33 
 
U13____________________________; soil 
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D48 D49 D50 
overlain__by; U12 
underlain_by;  
 
U14____________________________; Chikubo 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U12 
underlain_by; U15 U19 U21 
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U15____________________________; soil 
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D19 
overlain__by; U14 
underlain_by;  
 
U16____________________________; 
Hachorindo_odaira_hachinoyama_kawatsuikadaba 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U32 
underlain_by; U17 U39 U41 
 
U17____________________________; soil 
amounts_are_; 0 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D20 
overlain__by; U16 
underlain_by;  
 
U18____________________________; Teishi_kaikyu 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D23 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U19____________________________; Jyoboshi 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit; D24 
overlain__by; U14 
underlain_by; U34 U22 U20 
 
U20____________________________; Unknown_Hasebe et al 2001 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D25 D26 
overlain__by; U19 
underlain_by;  
 
U21____________________________; Uchino 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D27 
overlain__by; U14 
underlain_by;  
 
U22____________________________; Funahara 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D28 D29 
overlain__by; U19 U40 
underlain_by;  
 
U23____________________________; 
Kadono_Ogi_Ippekiko_Higashioike_Umekidaira  
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D30 
overlain__by; U34 
underlain_by; U24 U43 
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U24____________________________; Marunoyama 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D31 D32 
overlain__by; U23 
underlain_by; U26 U35 
 
U25____________________________; Takatsukayama_Tyojyahara_Sugumoyama 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D33 D34 
overlain__by; U35 
underlain_by;  
 
U26____________________________; Togasayama 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D35 D36 D37 D38 D39 
overlain__by; U24 
underlain_by;  
 
U27____________________________; Harai 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit; D40 D41 
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U28____________________________; Akakubo  
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U7 
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underlain_by; U30 
 
U29____________________________; Komuroyama 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U7 
underlain_by; U31 
 
U30____________________________; Kawakubogawa_sekiguchi_Inatori 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U28 
underlain_by; U32 
 
U31____________________________; Babanotaira_Hachigakubo 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U29 
underlain_by; U12 
 
U32____________________________; Jizodo 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U30 
underlain_by; U12 U16 U38 
 
U33____________________________; Unknown1 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U12 
underlain_by; U40 
 
U34____________________________; Komuroyama 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U19 U40 
underlain_by; U23 
 
U35____________________________; Hinata 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U24 
underlain_by; U25 
 
U36____________________________;Yoichizaka 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U5 
underlain_by; 
 
U37____________________________;Hachikuboyama_Maruyama 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U5 
underlain_by; 
 
U38____________________________;Kitanoharahigashi_Kokushigoe_Hokiharahigashi 
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amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U32 
underlain_by; 
 
U39____________________________;Numanokawa 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U16 
underlain_by; 
 
U40____________________________;Unknown2 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U33 
underlain_by; U22 U34 
 
U41____________________________;Koike_Oike 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U16 
underlain_by; U42 
 
U42____________________________;Unknown3 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U41 
underlain_by; 
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U43____________________________;Sannoharakita 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by; U23 
underlain_by; 
 
U44____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U45____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U46____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U47____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
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overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U48____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U49____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U50____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U51____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U52____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
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polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U53____________________________; Hamuro, Koyama et al 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U54____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U55____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U56____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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U57____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U58____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U59____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U60____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U61____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
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underlain_by;  
 
U62____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U63____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U64____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U65____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U66____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U67____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U68____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U69____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U70____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U71____________________________; Hamuro 
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amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U72____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U73____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U74____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U75____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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U76____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U77____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U78____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U79____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U80____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
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overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U81____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U82____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U83____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U84____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U85____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
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polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U86____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U87____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U88____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U89____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
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U90____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U91____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U92____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U93____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U94____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
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underlain_by;  
 
U95____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U96____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U97____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U98____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U99____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
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date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U100____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U101____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U102____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U103____________________________; Hamuro 
amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
U104____________________________; Hamuro 
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amounts_are_; 1 
polarity_is_; 0 
date_of_unit;  
overlain__by;  
underlain_by;  
 
 
